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An irony of the information age is that the companies responsible for the most extensive surveillance of individuals in history—large platforms such as Amazon, Facebook, and Google—have themselves remained unusually shielded from being monitored by government regulators. But the legal literature on state information acquisition is dominated by the privacy problems of excess collection from individuals, not businesses. There has been little sustained attention to the problem of insufficient information collection from businesses. This Article articulates the administrative state’s normative framework for monitoring businesses and shows how that framework is increasingly in tension with privacy concerns. One emerging complication is the perception that the state, through agencies such as the National Security Administration, deploys large technology companies to surveil individuals. As a result, any routine regulatory monitoring of platforms—even for the purpose of prosecuting those platforms—would implicate an overbearing state peering into our personal lives. Moreover, opponents of regulation have weaponized privacy arguments to shield other businesses from monitoring, such as banks. A sharper understanding of the institutional, legal, and informational differences between regulatory monitoring and personal surveillance is needed. Juxtaposing these two state tools reveals that the tension between regulation and privacy is largely illusory. Regulators today—most notably the Federal Trade Commission—have untapped power to monitor emerging risks in big technology and other sectors. They should not hesitate to use that power to pursue a more informed and collaborative path to achieving their missions.
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INTRODUCTION

Information is the “lifeblood” of effective governance. In the wake of major crises throughout history—bank failures that threatened the North’s ability to fund the Civil War, oil spills that contaminated American coastlines, or muckrakers’ exposés of vermin-infested meatpacking facilities—Congress has repeatedly responded by giving agencies monitoring authority, which is the power to subject businesses to routine on-site inspections or examination of private records.

Once deployed, monitoring authority can have a powerful impact. For instance, increasing the average number of Environmental Protection Agency (“EPA”) inspections of factories was found to have reduced the pollutants that reach nearby neighborhoods—the type of pollution that is believed to significantly increase the incidence of dementia and premature death—by 2.7 percent. Regulatory examinations make banks less likely to engage in risky behavior that could collapse the financial system. Monitoring also facilitates more predictable and collaborative regulation by providing a mechanism for regular dialogue between industry and government. Few projects are


5. See Van Loo, supra note 2, at 397–98 (arguing that regulatory monitoring fits well with new governance models because it is less adversarial than enforcement lawsuits). On new governance emphasizing collaboration and responsiveness, see, for example, IAN AYRES & JOHN BRAITHWAITE, RESPONSIVE REGULATION: TRANSCENDING THE DEREGULATION DEBATE 4–7 (1992); COLIN J. BENNETT & CHARLES D. RAAB, THE GOVERNANCE OF PRIVACY (2006); Kenneth A. Bamberger, Regulation as Delegation: Private Firms, Decisionmaking, and Accountability in the Administrative State, 56 DUKE L.J. 377 (2006); Jody Freeman, Collaborative Governance in the Administrative State, 45 UCLA L. REV. 1 (1997); and Orly Lobel, The Renew Deal: The Fall of Regulation and the Rise of Governance in Contemporary Legal Thought, 89 MINN. L. REV. 342 (2004). On applying collaborative governance to technology firms, see, for example, Margot E. Kaminiski, When the Default is No Penalty: Negotiating Privacy at the NTIA, 94 DENV. L. REV. 923,
more crucial for the regulatory state than establishing sufficient information flow to enforce laws.

Despite the importance of consistent regulatory access to nonpublic information, regulators often lack visibility into business activities.6 Most notably today, federal regulators do not regularly monitor the companies that run platforms, defined as sites “where interactions are materially and algorithmically intermediated.”7 Recent events have provoked bipartisan anxiety about the manipulation of U.S. presidential elections through Twitter and Facebook;8 exposure of user data at companies such as Uber and Yahoo;9 and the anticompetitive implications of Amazon, Apple, Google, and Microsoft for small businesses and consumers.10 Yet these companies go to extremes to keep their inner workings secret.11

A growing chorus of scholars have proposed regulatory monitoring of private algorithms and online platforms.12 Because those

6 See infra Part I.A (reviewing which regulators monitor).
11 See infra Section II.B.
proposals are typically made in passing as part of broader discussions about technology governance, they address neither the regulatory state’s legal foundation nor its normative framework for compelling private parties to hand over nonpublic information. Administrative law scholarship, which would be a plausible source for such a framework, has produced relevant insights into regulators’ tools and motivations for information collection. But the legal and normative questions surrounding state compulsion of private parties to hand over information, even for administrative searches of businesses, have been dominated instead by a vast scholarship on privacy and criminal surveillance. The animating problem in that scholarship, and in the privacy literature more broadly, is how to restrict excess information collection.


Administrative law scholars’ insights into agencies’ techniques, organizational design, and incentives for collecting adequate information provide valuable foundations, but do not address the focus of this Article: the legal framework and normative considerations justifying monitoring authority to compel businesses to provide nonpublic information to regulators. See, e.g., Coglianese et al., supra note 1, at 324–25 (focusing on regulatory incentives to pursue voluntary information collection for policymaking); Daniel E. Ho, Fudging the Nudge: Information Disclosure and Restaurant Grading, 122 YALE L.J. 574, 650–54 (2012) (suggesting institutional improvements for regulatory inspectors); Stephenson, supra note 1, at 1483 (identifying legal-institutional design choices for incentivizing information gathering).

See, e.g., Barry Friedman, Unwarranted: Policing Without Permission 246 (2017) (identifying surveillance concerns and the misuse of administrative subpoenas); Orin S. Kerr, Searches and Seizures in A Digital World, 119 HARV. L. REV. 531, 533 (2005) (“This Article develops a normative framework for applying the Fourth Amendment to searches of computer hard drives and other electronic storage devices.”); Eve Brensike Primus, Disentangling Administrative Searches, 111 COLUM. L. REV. 254, 261–62 (2011) (examining inspections of businesses and other administrative searches and situating “the dilution of Fourth Amendment rights in the administrative search context within the larger story of diminishing criminal procedure rights . . . .”); Christopher Slobogin, Policing as Administration, 165 U. PA. L. REV. 91, 92–95 (2016) (drawing on the Supreme Court’s regulatory inspection decisions to illuminate the Fourth Amendment and policing); see also infra Section IV.C (situating monitoring within the literature on surveillance and privacy).

See, e.g., Ifeoma Ajunwa, Kate Crawford & Jason Schultz, Limitless Worker Surveillance, 105 CALIF. L. REV. 735 (2017) (analyzing how the law can delineate boundaries for worker surveillance); Kenneth A. Bamberger & Deirdre K. Mulligan, Privacy Decisionmaking in Administrative Agencies, 75 U. CHI. L. REV. 75, 76 (2008) (assessing the efficacy of agency privacy impact assessments); G.S. Hans, Curing Administrative Search Decay, 24 B.U. J. SCI. & TECH. L. 1, 2–3 (2018) (“This Article focuses on the role of regulatory agencies in the collection of user data from private businesses. It argues that the government should not be able to so easily collect sensitive information without a warrant, active oversight, or robust limitations.”); James Q. Whitman, The Two Western Cultures of Privacy: Dignity Versus Liberty, 113 YALE L.J. 1151, 1153, (2004) (“It is a commonplace, moreover, that our privacy is peculiarly menaced by the evolution of modern society, with its burgeoning technologies of surveillance and inquiry.”); Andrew McCanse Wright, Civil
This Article builds on that literature to examine the opposite problem: insufficient information collection. It offers a framework for why lawmakers have pervasively granted collection authority to agencies and develops that framework through a case study of online platforms. To comprehend the inattention and resistance to monitoring platforms, and more broadly, how the norms for monitoring businesses are evolving in the twenty-first century, it is necessary to broaden the doctrinal and administrative lens to include agencies that at first seem unrelated to regulatory monitoring: the Federal Bureau of Investigation (“FBI”), National Security Administration (“NSA”), U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement (“ICE”), and other federal and local agencies that are primarily concerned with crime and national security. For ease of exposition, these agencies are referred to below as “crime agencies” to contrast them with “regulators,” which focus on enforcing civil laws against businesses, although important distinctions exist within each category and both types of agencies can play a role in enforcing diverse laws.

The literature on crime surveillance has remained mostly disconnected from that on regulatory monitoring. Crime agencies often engage in surveillance, defined in the surveillance studies literature as “the focused, systematic and routine attention to personal details.” Most prominently, following the 9/11 terrorist attacks, intelligence agencies built databases that enabled them to conduct warrantless computer scans of the metadata from most U.S. citizens’ email, phone, and internet records. Regulators, unlike crime agencies,
do not have a history of personal surveillance provoking public outcry. Yet scholars and judges routinely use “surveillance” to refer to regulatory monitoring of businesses. In addition, the same clause of the Fourth Amendment and section of the Administrative Procedure Act (“APA”) govern each type of information collection. Above all, privacy concerns have shaped both underlying legal frameworks since colonial times. Regulatory monitoring and crime surveillance thus share close conceptual and legal ties.

The conflation of these two distinct administrative activities is problematic in underappreciated ways. The pervasiveness of technological surveillance “has helped spark an anti-surveillance, proprivacy movement that extends across legal scholarship, policy debates, civil rights advocacy, political discourse, and public consciousness.” The salience of this controversy complicates the regulatory monitoring of platforms because crime agencies use technology firms as “the real data-mining masterminds” of their surveillance. When one of the most pressing concerns among the populace and leading jurists is the state accessing information about individuals through technology companies, regulatory monitoring of those companies is easily confused with inviting the state to invade our privacy. Accordingly, accusations of endangering personal privacy have put regulators on the defensive, even at one point shutting down vital Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (“CFPB”) regulatory information collection. At the extreme, privacy may even follow a


23. See infra Sections I.C.1. and III.A.


25. Nancy S. Kim & D. A. Jeremy Telman, Internet Giants as Quasi-Governmental Actors and the Limits of Contractual Consent, 80 Mo. L. REV. 723, 723 (2015); see also Samuel J. Rascoff, Presidential Intelligence, 120 HARV. L. REV. 633, 662 (2016) (“A critically important . . . feature of the new intelligence oversight ecosystem is the role of American technology and telecommunications firms.”); David C. Vladeck, Consumer Protection in an Era of Big Data Analytics, 42 OHIO N.U. L. REV. 493, 498 (2016) (“[T]here is little question that the major data brokers know more about each of us than say, for example, the National Security Agency, the Internal Revenue Service, the Social Security Administration, or any other governmental institution.”).

26. See infra Section IV.C.

27. See infra Section IV.C.
trajectory seen with transparency and free speech: moving from a tool deployed by those engaged in state-building to a tool deployed by antistatists seeking to obstruct regulation.\textsuperscript{28}

The conceptual association of regulatory monitoring and crime surveillance obscures important institutional and informational differences. Regulators target information about businesses, while crime agencies target personal information.\textsuperscript{29} Moreover, throughout history public outcry has often driven Congress to force regulators to use more of the monitoring authority they already had, while scandals have prompted Congress to do the opposite with crime agencies—to restrict their surveillance activities.\textsuperscript{30} Outside of crises, however, lawmakers have passed important laws such as the APA without distinguishing between agencies—thereby potentially restricting business regulators through legislation meant to respond to unease about crime agencies.\textsuperscript{31} By overlooking the significant differences between crime agencies and regulators, the legal framework may inadvertently hinder regulators that instead need encouragement to collect adequate information.\textsuperscript{32}

This Article’s main contributions are to illuminate the legal framework for monitoring businesses and to show how that vital enforcement tool is hindered by operating in the shadow of widely maligned personal surveillance.\textsuperscript{33} These insights also have important

\begin{itemize}
\item 28. On the link between privacy origins and state-building, see Anuj C. Desai, \textit{Wiretapping Before the Wires: The Post Office and the Birth of Communications Privacy}, 60 \textit{STAN. L. REV.} 553, 565 (2007) (tracing privacy origins not to the Constitution but to the early Post Office and “those who sought independence”); Jeremy K. Kessler, \textit{The Administrative Origins of Modern Civil Liberties Law}, 114 \textit{COLUM. L. REV.} 1083, 1085 (2014) (arguing that that “[p]rogressive lawyers within the executive branch took the lead in forging a new civil-libertarian consensus and that they did so to strengthen rather than to circumscribe the administrative state,” and mentioning privacy as historically analogous to civil liberties). For arguments that transparency and free speech have served deregulatory agendas, see, for example, David E. Pozen, \textit{Transparency’s Ideological Drift}, 128 \textit{YALE L.J.} 100, 102 (2018) (arguing that transparency serves to “reduce other forms of regulation”); Amanda Shanor, \textit{The New Lochner}, 2016 \textit{WIS. L. REV.} 133, 133 (2016) (“Once the mainstay of political liberty, the First Amendment has emerged as a powerful deregulatory engine . . . .”).
\item 29. See infra Section III.B.1.
\item 30. See infra Section III.B.1.
\item 31. See infra Section III.B.1.
\item 32. Scholars have concluded that agency overzealousness varies, and as a result, oversight mechanisms designed to check overzealous bureaucrats ignore important agency heterogeneity. See Nicholas Bagley & Richard L. Revesz, \textit{Centralized Oversight of the Regulatory State}, 106 \textit{COLUM. L. REV.} 1260, 1262 (2006) (arguing that “the claim that agencies are systematically biased in a proregulatory direction finds little support in public choice theory, the political science literature, or elsewhere”); Michael A. Livermore & Richard L. Revesz, \textit{Regulatory Review, Capture, and Agency Inaction}, 101 \textit{GEOR. L.J.} 1337, 1354–55 (2013) (“There is no compelling argument that agencies will be more inclined to overreach than underperform . . . .”).
\item 33. Scholars have discussed a distinct but related tension between the need to protect trade secrets and the need to regulate businesses. See, e.g., \textit{FRANK PASQUALE, THE BLACK BOX SOCIETY: THE SECRET ALGORITHMS THAT CONTROL MONEY AND INFORMATION} 163–64 (2016).
\end{itemize}
policy implications across the regulatory state, including for the primary regulator of platforms, the Federal Trade Commission ("FTC"). The newly appointed FTC commissioners have expressed an interest in greater oversight of platforms. Yet the agency does not monitor businesses, except in limited contexts currently required by law. In early 2019, nine months after an early draft of this Article was circulated at a conference attended by FTC officials, the agency announced a task force to monitor technology companies. However, the task force is focused on competition—which leaves out consumer protection and privacy—and it is unclear how far the group will move beyond the FTC’s traditional light-touch, ex post information collection approach.

This Article concludes that the FTC’s authorizing statute, when viewed in the context of judicial precedent and the normative foundations for monitoring, indicates that the FTC could—without any congressional action—monitor businesses far more extensively than it traditionally has. FTC monitoring of the surveillance economy would bring the regulatory governance of the world’s most valuable industry more in line with that of other large industries.

The issues facing regulatory monitoring of platforms portend larger tensions building for regulatory monitoring in the surveillance era. Other agencies, such as the Federal Communications Commission ("FCC"), likely sit on similar untapped authority. Companies ranging from Citibank to Target to American Airlines increasingly amass customers’ personal data and connect with platforms—thereby producing harms similar to those that platforms produce.

38. See infra notes 63–65 and accompanying text.
39. See infra Section IV.A.
40. See infra Section IV.B.
Congressional leaders have also weighed legislation for auditing algorithms in select contexts, such as for discrimination. For these and related issues, it would be ideal for agency leaders, judges, and lawmakers, in deciding whether to monitor, to consider the context of the modern regulatory state’s legal and normative framework for that authority.

If the monitoring framework is to be updated for the surveillance era, there is a risk in moving where prominent privacy warnings seem to naturally direct it—away from monitoring due to unease about regulators collecting customer data. Legitimate privacy concerns do not demand the complete avoidance of monitoring because they can be addressed through the design of monitoring programs and through legal constraints. In fact, what the surveillance era may call for—at least to prevent some types of harms—is more government monitoring of businesses. Among other reasons, monitoring can help regulators determine whether businesses are safeguarding customers’ data.

Clarifying the normative and legal framework for regulatory monitoring also helps sketch a blueprint for an improved administrative information architecture. Instead of restricting crime agencies and business regulators in the same way, as the APA and other statutes do, legislators should tailor restrictions to the divergent informational dynamics of each of those categories of agencies. Greater attention to the fine distinctions between regulators and crime agencies, and the purposes of their information collection, would help reset the state informational framework to its constitutional roots by prioritizing personal privacy over business privacy.

The Article is structured as follows. Part I examines the historical record to identify the factors considered in congressional


42. See Bamberger & Mulligan, supra note 15 (identifying mechanisms for increasing agencies’ privacy accountability); Hans, supra note 15, at 34 (discussing the need for limitations in regulatory programs that collect data); infra Section III.B.

43. This assumes that the government continues to reflect democratic values, or that the monitor has appropriate constraints in place should that fail to be the case. Nor does it completely preclude private monitoring regimes, although purely private regimes may have limits. See infra Part II.C.

44. See infra Section III.A. Although he did not discuss business monitoring, the competing privacy interests between business owners and users is arguably an example of what David Pozen has described as a “privacy-privacy tradeoff.” Cf. David E. Pozen, Privacy-Privacy Tradeoffs, 83 U. CHI. L. REV. 221, 221 (2016) (“Whenever securing privacy on one margin compromises privacy on another margin, a privacy-privacy tradeoff arises.”). By analogy, this Article develops a privacy-regulation tradeoff.

45. See infra Section III.B.
extension and judicial approval of regulatory monitoring authority. Part II begins a case study of platforms by applying the three factors weighing in favor of monitoring: a public interest in preventing harm, information asymmetries, and self-regulatory shortcomings. Part III explains the two main factors historically weighing against monitoring, privacy and burden, and considers how they are changing in the surveillance era. Part IV concludes by examining legal and theoretical implications. It analyzes the scope of the FTC’s dormant statutory monitoring authority, and briefly considers possible action by other agencies, such as the FCC and the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (“EEOC”). Both agency discretion and statutory design would benefit from a normative framework that more clearly demarcates the actors, targets, and content of monitoring from those of surveillance. The overarching goal is to contribute to an administrative structure that ensures regulators in the future, like crime agencies today, have the information they need to make informed decisions.

I. RATIONALE FOR REGULATORY MONITORING

Despite strong countervailing interests in privacy and autonomy at the founding of the country, regulators have steadily gained the authority to peer inside businesses to promote legal compliance. The legal literature lacks any holistic analysis of the considerations that legislators and judges weighed in elevating regulatory monitoring authority to a central role in policing firms. This Part begins to fill that gap by surveying the factors historically weighed in extending monitoring authority. The rest of the Article then develops this framework in the context of the platform economy and the surveillance state.46

A. Overview of Regulatory Monitoring

This Article is focused on administrative agencies’ “systematic and routine” collection of nonpublic information, rather than one-off investigations.47 The state has in recent decades increasingly relied on such “programmatic” information for enforcing criminal laws, ranging

47. Slobogin, supra note 14, at 93.
from roadside checkpoints to call record databases. Routine business monitoring also has steadily grown to become one of the regulatory state’s core powers.

At first glance, the work of front-line bureaucrats who monitor may seem mundane: poring over financial records to identify risky bank transactions, inspecting poultry for signs of contamination, or assessing the pollution controls in factories. But like police officers, regulatory monitors make life-altering decisions about when and how the law will be enforced and against whom. They are often scientists, economists, and engineers with the power to obligate companies to pay millions to their customers in redress, block hazardous food products from reaching Americans’ dinner tables, or shut down offshore oil rigs. Whereas legal scholars universally recognize that law enforcement officers wield considerable authority in federal criminal law, the role of their civil law counterparts—regulatory monitors—is overlooked.

For present purposes, regulatory monitoring is the collection of information that the agency can force a business to provide even without suspecting a particular act of wrongdoing. The two main categories of monitoring are remote report collection and on-site visits. The scope of information accessible to on-site inspectors depends on their mandate. Food and Drug Administration (“FDA”) and EPA inspectors, for instance, can access records related to their missions—food safety and the environment—but cannot examine records about profit. Bank examiners, in contrast, can access almost any piece of data because their mission is broad. These visits may occur with advanced notice or unannounced, as when oil inspectors drop in via

48. Daphna Renan, The Fourth Amendment as Administrative Governance, 68 STAN. L. REV. 1039, 1042 (2016) (“While our Fourth Amendment framework is transactional, then, surveillance is increasingly programmatic.”); see also Slobin, supra note 14, at 93:

Panvasive searches and seizures . . . seek to ferret out or deter undetected wrongdoing . . . rather than focus on a particular crime known to have already occurred; . . . they are purposefully suspicionless with respect to any particular individual, and thus will almost inevitably affect a significant number of people not involved in wrongdoing.

49. Van Loo, supra note 2, at 373 (describing the regulatory state’s pervasive reliance on ongoing monitoring); cf. MICHAEL POWER, THE AUDIT EXPLOSION (1994) (describing the growth of audits by private and public actors in the United Kingdom).

50. See Van Loo, supra note 2, at 372–73.

51. Id. at 373.

52. Id. at 373–74.

53. Id.


helicopter on Gulf of Mexico oil platforms to check safety and environmental compliance.56 For some companies, such as the largest banks and nuclear facilities, regulators have resident monitors on site year-round.

Even agencies with on-site inspection authority typically supplement those efforts with heavy remote monitoring. These can occur through one-off requests to answer specific questions (such as asking to clarify a new technology used), whenever a specific event occurs (such as a proposed merger), or on a periodic basis (such as monthly reports on bank lending activities). Agencies also sometimes use legal authority to install remote-monitoring devices, such as sensors measuring equipment inside a manufacturing facility.57 Once these reports or data sets are in place, analysts within the regulator conduct spot-check audits, algorithmically driven systemic reviews, or other checks to identify violations.

Monitors respond to violations in different ways depending on the agency. Banking monitors, called “examiners,” typically have the independence to decide how to resolve the violation.58 For instance, CFPB examiners have required banks to make multimillion dollar payments without an enforcement lawyer playing a substantial role.59 Due to banks’ fears of creating an antagonistic relationship, and the examiners’ ability to pass a matter on to enforcement lawyers for formal legal proceedings, the examiners have substantial leverage in making informal demands.60 The EPA, in contrast, has a more integrated approach. Once the EPA inspector—typically an engineer—identifies anything more than a minor violation, she works side by side with a lawyer to seek redress, even coauthoring court briefs.61

Of the nineteen large federal regulators of business, only four rely more heavily on lawyers than monitors.62 Notably, the two agencies that are arguably the most important for overseeing the surveillance economy are among these four that do not rely heavily on monitoring: the FTC, which is the agency with the most regulatory authority over platforms, and the FCC, which oversees other important information


58. See Van Loo, supra note 2, at 413–14.

59. Id. at 414.

60. Id.

61. Id. at 434.

62. See id. at 382–83, 409–10 (finding low monitoring reliance at the FCC, FTC, EEOC, and National Labor Relations Board).
technology firms, such as telecommunications and cable companies.\textsuperscript{63} Even without heavy reliance on monitoring, regulators may still access firms’ information for investigations after wrongdoing is suspected, or in other limited contexts.\textsuperscript{64} For instance, the FTC conducts one-off studies of a given industry or practice to decide whether it should act.\textsuperscript{65} However, unlike most large regulators, the FTC and FCC do not rely for their enforcement actions on routinely compelling large firms to hand over information without particular suspicion of wrongdoing.\textsuperscript{66}

Thus, monitoring authority is pervasive, and monitors—despite being overlooked in the literature and largely absent in the technology sector—are perhaps the single most influential law enforcement group in the regulatory state.\textsuperscript{67} An account of why regulators monitor is overdue.

\textsuperscript{63} The CFPB also regulates fintech platforms. Rory Van Loo, Technology Regulation by Default: Platforms, Privacy, and the CFPB, 2 GEO. L. TECH. REV. 531 (2018).
\textsuperscript{64} See Van Loo, supra note 2, at 393–95.
\textsuperscript{66} As one measure of this, most large regulators devote more resources to monitors than to lawyers. See supra Table 1.
\textsuperscript{67} See supra Table 1.
Table 1: Share of Monitors and Lawyers Within Regulatory Monitor Agencies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Monitor Employees as a Percentage of Combined Monitor and Lawyer Workforce</th>
<th>Light Monitors</th>
<th>15-49%</th>
<th>50-85%</th>
<th>Heavy Monitors</th>
<th>&gt;85%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FTC</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>FCC</td>
<td>34%</td>
<td>FERC</td>
<td>62%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EEOC</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>EPA</td>
<td>60%</td>
<td>CFPB</td>
<td>54%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NLRB</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>SEC</td>
<td>53%</td>
<td></td>
<td>Fed. Res.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B. Why Do Regulators Monitor?

Courts and lawmakers weigh a number of factors in deciding whether monitoring is appropriate. Since privacy and criminal law scholarship has dominated the topic of administrative information collection, existing descriptive frameworks focus on Fourth Amendment constraints on searches. Those analyses unearth many of the basic elements of a search scheme, which must be judged, according to the Supreme Court, “by balancing its intrusion on the individual’s Fourth Amendment interests against its promotion of legitimate governmental interests.”

However, the analysis for courts of whether the state can monitor does not fully answer the question of why the state monitors. In practice, the Fourth Amendment provides minimal restrictions on regulatory collection of business information. When courts invoke the

---

68. Table constructed from data in Van Loo, supra note 2. The acronyms not already mentioned are the Federal Aviation Administration, Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, Federal Energy Regulatory Commission, Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration, Federal Reserve, Food Safety & Inspection Service, Mine Safety & Health Administration, National Credit Union Administration, the Nuclear Regulatory Council, Occupational Safety and Health Administration, and the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency.

69. See supra notes 14–15 and accompanying text.


71. Primus, supra note 14, at 255–56 (describing the broad judicial allowances of
Fourth Amendment to strike down monitoring, they find a particular implementation unconstitutional, rather than the agency’s underlying authority. As a result, the regulator can still exercise monitoring authority in a different manner, such as by more narrowly tailoring its actions or obtaining an administrative warrant. The Fourth Amendment also does not concern itself with regulators declining to monitor when they could.

A caveat is in order. Lawmakers have numerous tools at their disposal. As an alternative to monitoring, for instance, lawmakers could rely on heavy fines and ex post deterrence. These choices reflect a fundamental regulatory tradeoff between “police patrols” and “fire alarms.” Policy designers can devote resources to search routinely for problems—as police do when patrolling the streets—or can wait for someone to pull a fire alarm to alert the authorities. In the case of regulating businesses, regulatory monitors are analogous to police patrols, and fire alarms to employee whistleblowers. At least in some contexts, there is evidence that an increase in regulatory monitoring is more effective than an increase in sanctions. Nonetheless, a comparison of whether monitoring deters better than its many regulatory alternatives is beyond the scope of this Article and has yet to be answered satisfactorily despite decades of study.

More attainable, and still relevant to studying deterrence, is an understanding of the basic factors that lawmakers weigh in deciding to


73. See, e.g., Federal Agency Guidance and the Power to Bind: An Empirical Study of Agencies and Industries, 36 YALE J. ON REG. 165, 209–214 (2019) (discussing factors influencing compliance with agency guidance). Moreover, even in deciding on an ex post regime, lawmakers could choose to depend on administrative agencies or private parties to bring lawsuits, or both.

74. Id. at 166.


76. Id. at 166.


extend monitoring authority. Three primary indicators of the need for regulatory monitoring are a public interest in preventing harm, information asymmetries, and a lack of faith in self-regulation. The rest of this Part will explore these three factors and then turn to the countervailing considerations of privacy and burden.

1. Public Interest in Prevention

Courts have begun their analysis of whether to uphold monitoring legislation by considering the extent of the public interest. For instance, in various cases they have emphasized the need to promote “public health and safety” or protect the environment. Like the underlying legislation granting monitoring authority, these cases regularly proceed without defining public interest or establishing how one would know whether a public interest exists. Given the breadth of situations in which courts have upheld monitoring authority, and the absence of a prominent example of courts blocking monitoring for failing the public interest requirement, the judicial standard for finding a public interest is low.

The public interest provides a more meaningful filter in monitoring legislation. Two components are particularly important: the mobilization of public opinion and the inadequacy of ex post compensation. In practice, to mobilize public opinion, it has often taken a grave crisis or media outcry. Abraham Lincoln pushed for the first of today’s large monitoring regulators, the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency (“OCC”), because of a crisis during the Civil War. Bank collapses from imprudent management outraged depositors who lost their savings and made it harder for the federal government to pay for military supplies and soldiers’ wages. In response, Congress passed the National Bank

79. Identifying factors weighed contributes to the question of deterrence by, for instance, highlighting variables to be tested empirically. Stated otherwise, to improve a framework, it helps to understand what it is.
80. See, e.g., Camara v. Mun. Court of S.F., 387 U.S. 523, 534–35 (1967) (observing that “it is obviously necessary first to focus upon the governmental interest which allegedly justifies official intrusion upon the constitutionally protected interests of the private citizen”).
81. See, e.g., id. at 535 (concluding that in this case “[t]he primary governmental interest at stake is to prevent even the unintentional development of conditions which are hazardous to public health and safety”).
82. See, e.g., Donovan v. Dewey, 452 U.S. 594, 599 (1981) (explaining the federal interest in mine inspections partly through harms to interstate commerce); Camara, 387 U.S. at 535 (mentioning economic harms to property as justifying inspections).
Act of 1864, which established the OCC, authorized the on-site examination of bank affairs, and required monthly reports of their accounts to the agency. 85 At other times, muckrakers or advocates have raised awareness. For instance, Congress passed the Meat Inspection Act of 1906 after Upton Sinclair’s *The Jungle* alarmed the public with graphic descriptions of filthy food production. 86

The second element of a public interest in monitoring is the belief that waiting to act until after the harm has materialized would be insufficient because of an “irreparable harm.” 87 Regulatory monitoring becomes more appealing if courts’ ex post compensation is seen as inadequate once families have lost their homes due to risky bank behavior or beaches have become polluted by an oil spill.

2. Information Asymmetries

The less regulators know about a firm’s activities, the more important it is to compel information production to determine whether intervention is needed. Courts have repeatedly cited the ease with which businesses can conceal violations and falsify information as a rationale for regulatory monitoring. 88 However, judges look unfavorably on monitoring when alternative sources of information are available. 89 In other words, monitoring is seen as a last resort, only to be used when alternative means of information collection, such as consumer complaints, are insufficient. 90


87. *S. Yuba River Citizens League*, 804 F. Supp. 2d at 1061 (“The court finds that inspections . . . required by the current sediment management plan are necessary to prevent irreparable harm . . . .”).

88. See, e.g., Liberty Coins, LLC v. Goodman, 880 F.3d 274, 285–86 (6th Cir. 2018) (summarizing the line of cases discussing the necessity requirement as based on the ease of falsification of the relevant information or ease of concealing violations).

89. See, e.g., Appeal of FTC Line of Bus. Report Litig., 595 F.2d 685, 709 (D.C. Cir. 1978) (per curiam) (assessing the validity of the FTC’s information collection by noting that “the information sought was not available to the FTC from another federal source”); see also *New York v. Burger*, 482 U.S. 691, 702–03 (1987) (finding that alternatives to warrantless inspections of business premises might not work as well).

The congressional record surrounding the creation of the OCC shows a similar emphasis on information asymmetries. Lawmakers believed that “very full and very stringent” examination authority was necessary so that a bank could not “be conducted fraudulently or dishonestly without exposure.”\(^{91}\) Lawmakers consequently mandated a system based on government bureaucrats, called examiners, appearing unannounced at banks across the nation.\(^{92}\)

The relevant information asymmetry is not only that between the business and the regulator, but also between the business and the public. In passing the Meat Inspection Act, lawmakers emphasized the public health interests in preventing sellers from causing “injury to the uninformed” and concern about what the slaughterhouses and meatpackers would do behind closed doors.\(^ {93}\) Nobel Prize–winning economics research has provided further theoretical and empirical support for concluding that information asymmetries are pervasive between businesses and that they create problems for regulators.\(^ {94}\)

### 3. Self-Regulatory Shortcomings

Sinclair’s muckraking illustrates another factor pushing policymakers toward monitoring: the perception of inadequate self-regulation. The starting point in any industry has typically been that “the enlightened self-interest of an entrepreneur sufficed to guarantee the public safety.”\(^ {95}\) In other words, once business managers are aware of the consequences—whether reputational or otherwise—of any bad acts, they can be trusted to take appropriate precautions. Events have repeatedly caused lawmakers to question that assumption.

For instance, bank managers regularly acted carelessly in using depositors’ funds prior to the Civil War, despite laws punishing banker misconduct, and despite the risk of ruined reputations in the community.\(^ {96}\) More recently, food company managers knew that selling tainted products could harm their brands and yet numerous people died from salmonella in peanut butter, ice cream, and other packaged
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91. CONG. GLOBE, 37th Cong., 3d Sess. 824 (1863).
92. White, supra note 84, at 21.
93. 40 CONG. REC. 1133 (1906) (statement of Mr. Heyburn).
96. See White, supra note 84, at 20.
foods. And oil company executives were aware that environmental disasters could devastate their business prior to the Deepwater Horizon oil spill, which cost BP tens of billions of dollars.

Of course, as a practical matter, it is unrealistic to expect perfect compliance. And it is a matter of debate whether a crisis prompts Congress to act in ways it should have all along, or to overreact in the wake of disaster. Nor is it necessarily clear the extent to which the self-regulatory fault lies solely with the business or with the larger legal environment. But empirical studies have found that regulatory monitoring improves self-regulation, at least in some industries. One of the theoretical reasons why monitoring may be necessary beyond strong ex post deterrence is that people operate in a boundedly rational manner that makes them underestimate the likelihood of a bad event happening to them (and to the business they run), such as an oil spill or a bank failure. Regardless of the empirical results, throughout history, policymakers have regularly concluded that firms neglected to adopt appropriate risk management practices even when the law already imposed ex post punishment.

C. Traditional Limits on Monitoring: Privacy and Burden

This Section provides an overview of the two basic elements weighing against monitoring: privacy and burden. The discussion focuses on how lawmakers and judges have traditionally examined these considerations. As Part III will explain, these two factors are evolving in the face of increasingly digital businesses.

100. See, e.g., Jodi L. Short & Michael W. Toffel, Making Self-Regulation More Than Merely Symbolic: The Critical Role of the Legal Environment, 55 ADMIN. SCI. Q. 361, 361 (2010) (“We find that organizations are more likely to follow through on their commitments to self-regulate when they (and their competitors) are subject to heavy regulatory surveillance . . . .”).
102. For a review of the legislation and regulatory responses following these incidents, see, for example, Van Loo, supra note 2.
1. Privacy

Historically, a primary source of resistance to regulatory monitoring was business owners’ privacy interests. This resistance can be seen in early legislative discussions. In the early 1800s, for instance, steamboat engineers consistently took their own lives and those of thousands of passengers by operating their boats while “ignorant, careless and usually drunk.” One congressman framed proposed inspection legislation as being about “[w]hether we shall permit a legalized, unquestioned, and peculiar class in the community to go on committing murder at will,” but the bill still met with considerable resistance on the basis of “the sanctity of private property rights.”

The interest in protecting businesses from state searches was not as strong as that for personal matters. In *Oklahoma Press Publishing Co. v. Walling*, the Department of Labor sought to compel a media company to produce a broad array of books and records. In rejecting the company’s claim of a Fourth Amendment privacy violation, the Supreme Court observed, “[I]t has been settled that corporations are not entitled to all of the constitutional protections which private individuals have in these and related matters.” Additionally, Fourth Amendment jurisprudence omitted noncriminal searches until the twentieth century.

Despite the lower level of privacy-related protections afforded to businesses, courts eventually added regulatory monitoring of businesses to the sphere of activities protected by the Constitution. In *Marshall v. Barlow’s, Inc.*, the Supreme Court held that the Fourth Amendment protected a plumber from a suspicionless, warrantless Occupational Safety and Health Administration inspection of his site of business. Business owners’ privacy interests remain a factor that weighs against routine administrative monitoring of businesses. For

104. See Burke, *supra* note 95, at 11.
105. *Id.* at 21.
107. *Id.* at 205.
109. See 436 U.S 307, 321 (1978) (observing that the enforcement needs must be weighed against the privacy guarantees of an inspection statute); see also *See v. City of Seattle*, 387 U.S. 541, 543 (1967) (“The businessman, like the occupant of a residence, has a constitutional right to go about his business free from unreasonable official entries upon his private commercial property.”).
some courts, privacy includes maintaining sole possession of valuable data and retaining customers who might become disgruntled if their information were passed on to government officials.\textsuperscript{110}

2. Burden

Another long-standing argument against monitoring has perhaps increased in importance in the modern era: burden. The business costs of designing and managing internal compliance systems, as well as taxpayer dollars used to fund a labor-intensive oversight force, can be substantial.\textsuperscript{111}

In analyzing burden, the Supreme Court has considered whether the information requested is “limited in scope, relevant in purpose, and specific.”\textsuperscript{112} The state entity collecting the information is expected to minimize the burden in providing the information.\textsuperscript{113} As a judicial matter, the burden analysis imposes “rather minimal limitations on administrative action.”\textsuperscript{114} A federal court did, however, strike down a city ordinance largely due to excess burden because it required Airbnb to hand over data, each month, about every host in New York.\textsuperscript{115}

The possibility of excess burden weighed heavily against granting authority for early safety inspections.\textsuperscript{116} Legislatures sometimes have attempted to specify that the scope of authorized monitoring is exceeded if “the information or records requested are unusually voluminous in nature.”\textsuperscript{117} Beyond concerns about preventing a regulatory “fishing expedition,” lawmakers weigh arguments about

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{110} See, e.g., Airbnb, Inc. v. City of New York, 373 F. Supp. 3d 467, 484 (S.D.N.Y. 2019) (dividing Airbnb’s privacy interests into “competitive” in terms of keeping data from rivals, and “customer relations” in wanting to retain customers).
\item \textsuperscript{111} See Sean J. Griffith, Corporate Governance in an Era of Compliance, 57 W&M. & MARY L. REV. 2075, 2102–03 (2016) (“Although figures vary widely depending upon company size, average compliance budgets are in the millions of dollars for multinational companies and for companies in regulated industries.”).
\item \textsuperscript{112} See v. City of Seattle, 387 U.S. at 544; \textit{see also} Donovan v. Lone Steer, Inc., 464 U.S. 408, 411, 415 (1984) (reiterating a similar standard for production of records).
\item \textsuperscript{113} See Appeal of FTC Line of Bus. Report Litig., 595 F.2d 685, 709 (D.C. Cir. 1978) (per curiam) (offering as one of the explanations for upholding the FTC’s line of business reporting that “the Commission had sufficiently minimized the respondents’ burden of compliance with the reporting requirement”).
\item \textsuperscript{114} See v. City of Seattle, 387 U.S. at 545.
\item \textsuperscript{115} \textit{Airbnb}, 373 F. Supp. 3d at 490–92.
\item \textsuperscript{116} See Burke, \textit{supra} note 95, at 11 (discussing concerns about costs to business owners of inspecting steamboats).
\item \textsuperscript{117} 18 U.S.C. § 2703(d) (2012) (“A court... may quash or modify such order, if the information or records requested are unusually voluminous in nature or compliance with such order otherwise would cause an undue burden on such provider.”).
\end{itemize}
efficiency due to the economic benefits that lower business costs can bring to society.\footnote{Airbnb, 373 F. Supp. 3d at 491.}

In summary, core considerations weighing in favor of monitoring are (1) a compelling public interest, (2) information asymmetries, and (3) publicly salient failed self-regulation. These factors are present at least to some extent in some of the most prominent early extensions of monitoring authority. Pushing against those three considerations are (4) privacy and (5) the economic costs of monitoring. A more systematic study would be necessary to assess the relative influence and pervasiveness of each of these five factors across all historical instances of monitoring legislation. In theory, these five factors could also enable the type of cost-benefit analysis used throughout the administrative state for deciding whether to take a given course of regulatory action.\footnote{On the use, importance, and challenges of cost-benefit analysis, see generally Michael A. Livermore & Richard L. Revesz, Retaking Rationality Two Years Later, 48 Hous. L. Rev. 1 (2011).} In the absence of any such systematic analysis, as the Supreme Court has explained, “Time and experience have forcefully taught that the power to inspect . . . is of indispensable importance . . . .”\footnote{Camara v. Mun. Court of S.F., 387 U.S. 523, 537 (1967) (stating that there is “unanimous agreement” for routine periodic inspections of all structures to achieve effective compliance).}

II. FACTORS IN FAVOR OF MONITORING PLATFORMS

The previous Part explained how monitoring of businesses is common among regulators and outlined the factors for and against monitoring. This Part begins to apply those factors to platforms run by large technology companies such as Google, Amazon, and Facebook. Although many scholars have analogized platform risks to those in heavily monitored industries such as pharmaceuticals,\footnote{Andrew Tutt, An FDA for Algorithms, 69 Admin. L. Rev. 83, 122 (2017) (“Given the close analog between complex pharmaceuticals and sophisticated algorithms, leaving algorithms unregulated could lead to the same pattern of crisis and response.”).} oil,\footnote{Jack M. Balkin, Free Speech in the Algorithmic Society: Big Data, Private Governance, and New School Speech Regulation, 51 U.C. Davis L. Rev. 1149, 1154 (“Just as oil made machines and factories run in the Industrial Age, Big Data makes the relevant machines run in the Algorithmic Society.”); Julie E. Cohen, The Biopolitical Public Domain: The Legal Construction of the Surveillance Economy, 31 Phil. & Tech. 213, 215 (2017) (comparing the surveillance economy to raw material extraction from the public domain and to European sovereigns’ financing of explorers, who by “naming and staking claim to hitherto undiscovered lands marked those lands as ownable resources and their contents as available for harvesting or capture”); Dennis D. Hirsch, The Glass House Effect: Big Data, the New Oil, and the Power of Analogy, 66 Me. L. Rev. 373, 375 (2014) (noting that tankers spill oil, despoiling coastlines and waters, in a manner analogous to...}
transportation,123 and finance,124 those discussions are focused on other dimensions of the regulatory analogy and thus pay little if any attention to regulatory information collection.

The analysis of platforms serves several purposes. It provides a case study to flesh out the normative framework for monitoring. Moreover, the study of platforms provides a window into some of the dynamics facing monitoring in an increasingly digital world. Finally, the considerable influence of technology firms adds immediacy and practical importance to this case study as policymakers worldwide move toward regulatory oversight. If implemented, a monitoring program would initially enable learning to develop new regulatory standards and later provide a mechanism for adapting regulations to a fast-changing industry.125 In terms of enforcement, monitoring would serve to help regulators identify platforms’ violations of broad existing laws, such as general consumer protection and antitrust statutes,126 as well as violations of any future platform-specific regulation.

A. Public Interest in Preventing a Harm

Scholars have identified numerous justifications for regulating portions of the platform economy. This Section looks at four of these: (1) privacy violations, (2) election engineering, (3) consumer harms, and (4) speech moderation. Many of these justifications fall under conventional rationales for monitoring—to correct a market failure or protect other core values.127 Each is examined for whether it demonstrates a public interest in need of prevention—meaning that ex post court remedies, or waiting for the harm and punishing the wrongdoer afterwards, would prove inadequate.

how large companies like Target, Uber, and Equifax have allowed hackers access to hundreds of millions of credit cards, passwords, and social security numbers).


125. On how monitoring informs policymaking, see Van Loo supra note 2.

126. See infra note 337 and accompanying text.

1. Privacy Harms to Individuals

Platforms can harm consumers, purposefully or accidentally, by allowing their data to reach third parties. Platforms purposefully sell personal data, or the advertising insights gained from analyzing such data, to third parties.\(^\text{128}\) Facial recognition technologies can identify customers when they enter an establishment, and algorithms can search a customer’s past transactions to determine whether a sales representative should approach.\(^\text{129}\) Wearable devices, such as FitBit, collect health and behavior data for use by insurance companies setting monthly premiums, lenders establishing credit rates, and even employers deciding whether to hire.\(^\text{130}\) While this data may benefit consumers by tailoring products, data sharing can also enable companies to charge consumers more by identifying consumers that are naïve or complacent.\(^\text{131}\)

Firms’ privacy practices also implicate nonmonetary values. Facebook recently came under criticism for allowing a data broker, Cambridge Analytica, to obtain millions of users’ account information. Cambridge Analytica then used that data to promote election candidates. From a legal perspective, this conduct was problematic because Facebook’s privacy disclosures did not make it clear that data would be used for such purposes.\(^\text{132}\)

Privacy harms also occur when a firm fails to safeguard data. By infiltrating the systems of Uber, Yahoo, and other platforms, hackers have acquired hundreds of millions of people’s names, social security numbers, birth dates, addresses, credit card information, and other personal information.\(^\text{133}\)

Once data is stolen, it can be resold on the dark web, living on indefinitely in the hands of thieves.\(^\text{134}\) Regardless of future government

\(^{128}\) See, e.g., Calo & Rosenblat, supra note 12, at 1676.

\(^{129}\) See Justin Brookman, Protecting Privacy in an Era of Weakening Regulation, 9 HARV. L. & POL’Y REV. 355, 355 (2015) (“We live in a world where every action we take can be observed, recorded, analyzed, and stored.”).

\(^{130}\) See Alexandra Troiano, Wearables and Personal Health Data Putting a Premium on Your Privacy, 82 BROOK. L. REV. 1715, 1715 (2017).

\(^{131}\) See infra Section II.A.3 (discussing transactional harms).

\(^{132}\) Congress and the FTC have given firms broad legal leeway to use consumer data as they like—so long as they are candid about it. Morgan Hochheiser, The Truth Behind Data Collection and Analysis, 32 J. MARSHALL J. INFO. TECH. & PRIVACY L. 32, 35–37 (2015). The efficacy of this approach is considered in the discussion of self-regulation. See infra Section II.C.

\(^{133}\) See, e.g., Tara Siegel Bernard et al., Equifax Attack Exposes Data of 143 Million, N.Y. TIMES, Sept. 8, 2017, at A1.

\(^{134}\) See Ahmed Ghappour, Searching Places Unknown: Law Enforcement Jurisdiction on the Dark Web, 69 STAN. L. REV. 1075, 1090 (2017) (“Modern criminals use the dark web to carry out
intervention, hacking victims may need to take additional precautions. Impersonators have opened various accounts, left bills unpaid, and even committed crimes that later appear on innocent parties’ records.\(^{135}\) Some of these issues have taken the victims years, and many court battles, to resolve.\(^{136}\) The stress of a criminal accusation cannot be undone—to the extent that “the process is the punishment,”\(^ {137}\) the ultimate arrest of the perpetrator would prove insufficient. Further, the victim is left in fear of it all happening again because the data could remain available to criminals.

Thus, platforms implicate an important public interest in privacy. And ex post remedies appear inadequate. Platforms’ privacy implications therefore demonstrate the basic elements of a public interest in prevention.

2. Influencing Civic Behavior: Election Engineering

Several years after Jonathan Zittrain warned that Facebook could alter the outcome of “a hypothetical hotly contested future election,”\(^ {138}\) the Russian government attempted just that. From 2015 to 2016, computer scientists sponsored by the Russian government created social media accounts posing as Black Lives Matter supporters or the Tennessee Republican Party, gaining hundreds of thousands of followers.\(^ {139}\) They deployed bots, or autonomous programs that interact with computer systems, to create and spread messages.\(^ {140}\) By one count, these bots reached 126 million voters in an effort to spur support for Bernie Sanders and Donald Trump.\(^ {141}\)

Concerns about online platforms influencing elections find additional support in experimental research. One study examined whether the Facebook news feeds influenced voting behavior in the
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139. Apuzzo & LaFraniere, supra note 8.
141. Id.
2010 congressional elections. The researchers inserted graphics with voting booth locations and friends’ “I Voted” buttons in some users’ feeds, while withholding such graphics from others. The results suggest that about 340,000 people voted nationwide as a result of the interventions. Those results seem modest compared to the study’s sixty million participants, but recall that ten years earlier, the 2000 presidential election was decided by 537 votes. It is further possible that alternative intervention designs could produce a greater impact, particularly if messages are targeted at certain political groups. The study thus demonstrates the potential for an election to be “quietly engineered” using platforms.

There is no clearly sufficient remedy when election tampering becomes observable after the fact. A repeat election would surely prove contentious and would risk undermining stability and public faith in elections. Additionally, it might take months or years to reveal the manipulation, as it did with Russian tampering. Influences on civic behavior thus likely satisfy the requirement of a public interest worth preventing.

3. Transactional Harms

Platforms drive diverse economic activities. Search engines such as Expedia help people decide what to buy and for how much. Bitcoin exchanges and financial apps like Venmo enable transactions to occur through new payment systems. Consumers are beginning to outsource shopping and finance to digital butlers, or robo-advisers, which find the best deals and purchase products when the consumer simply clicks “approve.” Although they bring great benefits, these emerging
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143. Id.
144. Id.
146. See id. at 339 (referring back to the hypothetical election).
147. See Jeffrey A. Karp et al., Dial ‘F’ for Fraud: Explaining Citizens’ Suspicions About Elections, 53 Electoral Stud. 11, 17 (2018) (explaining that doubts regarding the “integrity and security” of the election process and management can “erode citizen’s trust” in political actors, the government and democracy).
intermediaries can skew information in ways that cause costly mistakes.

Consumer harms can, in the extreme, lead to physical injuries. For example, investigative journalists uncovered in 2017 that TripAdvisor had removed posts that talked about crimes committed in hotels. Many guests had, for instance, posted about being assaulted and robbed at a vacation resort in Riviera Maya, Mexico, but had their posts deleted. Subsequent travelers chose to go to the same resort after reading TripAdvisor’s redacted reviews, only to become victims of those same crimes. Because unfavorable reviews would deter hotels from advertising on the site, TripAdvisor may have had incentives to delete reviews alleging assault. Regardless of the motives, when business practices jeopardize personal safety, legal design principles generally prefer ongoing monitoring.

Other platform-facilitated transactions result in discrimination and monetary harms. Repeated studies found that Airbnb hosts are more likely to cancel reservations from guests thought to be racial minorities. Investigations faulted Amazon and Facebook for deceiving consumers, including many children, into paying hundreds or thousands of dollars through in-app purchases, which allow a video game player to purchase additional abilities or time with a quick click. Facebook employees referred to such practices as “friendly fraud,” and called children racking up thousands of dollars in fees “whales,” a term used by casinos to refer to heavy gamblers.

151. Id.
152. Id.
153. Id.
154. This can be seen in safety-related agencies that overwhelmingly rely on monitoring, such as the FAA, FDA, and OSHA. See generally Van Loo, supra note 2.
157. See Order Granting in Part and Denying in Part Motion for Leave to Intervene and to Unseal Judicial Documents at Ex. K, Bohannon v. Facebook, Inc., No. 12-cv-01894-BLF (N.D. Cal. Jan. 24, 2019), ECF 193-6 (“Friendly Fraud – what it is, why it’s challenging, and why you shouldn’t try to block it.”); Facebook’s Opposition to The Center for Investigative Reporting Inc.’s
At a more subtle level, search results generated for a product on Amazon, eBay, or other sites can subtly cause consumers to pay more simply by making it harder to find the best deal or offering confusing product specifications, through a tweak to the search algorithm.\(^\text{158}\) Those practices have come to light in part because academics have occasionally obtained unusual access to internal company data.\(^\text{159}\) From a theoretical perspective, a growing number of antitrust scholars have argued that the monopoly power of online platforms may be used to bankrupt competitors and ultimately lead to higher consumer prices and less innovation.\(^\text{160}\)

Assuming the harm will eventually become known and quantified, consumer protection laws have often viewed ex post remedies as sufficient for monetary harms.\(^\text{161}\) Unlike with death or physical injury, the breaching party can, in theory, pay money afterwards or perform specific acts to put the other party in the position she would have been in had the harm never occurred. In ex post transactional regimes, regulators tend to rely more on direct-to-consumer disclosures, in which the business is required to provide clarifying information to consumers, such as the price per unit on grocery shelves.\(^\text{162}\) Similarly, the law handles many antitrust violations, such as price fixing, through ex post remedies.\(^\text{163}\) The regulator, mostly the FTC at the federal level, does not routinely collect nonpublic information in these transactional contexts.\(^\text{164}\)

But lawmakers have concluded that ongoing monitoring is best for some types of transactional harms. In consumer protection, banking
regulators such as the CFPB routinely visit and collect reports from banks in search of unfair and deceptive acts or discriminatory lending.\textsuperscript{165} In antitrust, companies must submit sizeable mergers to authorities for approval, rather than completing the merger and letting authorities or competitors sue afterwards.\textsuperscript{166} And the New York Stock Exchange (“NYSE”), a private company, must obtain regulatory approval before changing the rules for trading stocks—in part because of its monopolistic nature, which may increase harms such as undetected self-dealing and compromised access to the market.\textsuperscript{167}

Some platforms arguably present comparable shortcomings with respect to ex post remedies. Amazon has gatekeeper and network structures, along with difficult-to-observe consumer harms, that raise regulatory challenges similar to stock exchanges.\textsuperscript{168} A pure ex post approach poses notable challenges, illustrated by the European Commission’s twelve-year process to fine Google $2 billion—the largest monetary penalty in antitrust history—for crushing once-promising startups.\textsuperscript{169} Given that digital industries provide first-mover advantages and network effects,\textsuperscript{170} a startup has a small window of opportunity to compete that may have closed by the time regulators or courts have obtained the information needed to intervene ex post.

Overall, the heterogeneity of harms makes it difficult to classify platforms’ transactional conduct broadly as being better regulated by monitoring or ex post litigation. From an institutional perspective, however, at least some large online platform harms—such as removing safety-related information, causing significant financial harms, and stifling startup businesses—reflect those that have driven policymakers to identify a public interest in preventing the harm using monitoring.

4. Speech Harms

Online platforms such as Instagram, Facebook, Twitter, and YouTube direct the flow of communications among users and must decide what information to allow on their platforms. Some editing of content implicates state accountability. For example, in 2016, an

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{165} See infra note 189 and accompanying text.
  \item \textsuperscript{166} 15 U.S.C. § 18 (2012).
  \item \textsuperscript{167} Gordon v. N.Y. Stock Exch., Inc., 422 U.S. 659, 665 (1975).
  \item \textsuperscript{168} See Rory Van Loo, Rise of the Digital Regulator, 66 DUKE L.J. 1267, 1319–20 (2017) (anal-
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    forms, see, for example, EZRACHI & STUCKE, supra note 160, at 231.
  \item \textsuperscript{169} Commission Fines Google, supra note 10.
  \item \textsuperscript{170} EZRACHI & STUCKE, supra note 160, at 231.
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onlooker recorded a police officer shooting Alton Sterling, who was being held to the ground by other officers. In another incident, the girlfriend of Philando Castile filmed the aftermath of his fatal shooting during a traffic stop. These videos’ widespread circulation prompted nationwide protests, Department of Justice investigations, and police department reforms, including more widespread body camera requirements. But the movement came close to being technologically blocked. Shortly after the Castile video was posted, Facebook moderators removed it for being too graphic. They reposted it twenty minutes later with a viewer discretion warning, but had the platform gone with its initial decision to take the content down, it could have amounted to a significant speech harm.

Platforms also curate content directed at individuals or groups. Since their early years, Facebook and Twitter have sought to remove harmful content including racist comments and other hateful speech. Yet scholars have argued that these measures have not gone far enough to address revenge porn, cyber harassment, and “troll armies” designed to intimidate critics into silence.

Internet intermediaries have great discretion as moderators because the Communications Decency Act protects them from liability for users’ content. For instance, in Zeran v. America Online, Inc., the plaintiff sought damages because AOL failed to remove defamatory posts from its message boards. The court held AOL immune from such suits under the Act, paving the way for broad website operator discretion as to whether and how to curate content.

Moreover, platforms’ filtering role has recently intensified. For many years, Twitter moderators allowed white supremacists to use the site but would remove any post deemed offensive. In December of
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177. 129 F.3d 327, 330 (4th Cir. 1997).
2017, however, the company began to suspend many accounts based on the account holder’s offline persona, a move dubbed “#TwitterPurge.”\(^{180}\) In early 2018, Facebook announced that it would play an editorial role in deciding which news was sufficiently high quality to reach users, rather than solely letting the number of clicks decide.\(^{181}\)

Although online platforms are private domains, the moderation of online content has free speech implications. When private actors perform a public function, such as by operating corporate towns, some courts have deemed them functionally equivalent to public actors.\(^{182}\) But courts are reluctant to find public functions, and in analogous contexts, such as shopping malls and public television channels, the Supreme Court has made clear that a private entity does not necessarily perform a public function merely because it holds a forum open to the public.\(^{183}\)

A recent Court ruling underscores the free speech tension in content moderation. In *Packingham v. North Carolina*, the Court struck down a state statute barring sex offenders from participating in social networks.\(^{184}\) The Court observed that to prevent “access to social media altogether is to prevent the user from engaging in the legitimate exercise of First Amendment rights.”\(^{185}\) Because the state—not the platform itself—blocked access in this case, it is unclear what remaining ability the state has to regulate platforms’ own restrictions on access and content.\(^{186}\)

In the pre-digital era, the harm of having one’s speech blocked or being subject to harassment could not necessarily be undone. Nonetheless, the law has predominantly relied on ex post judicial remedies, such as fines and injunctions, to regulate harassment.\(^{187}\)
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Fully evaluating the wisdom of that emphasis is beyond the scope of this Article, but it is possible that the reliance on ex post measures is partly explained by the impracticability of monitoring all potential harassment in real time. Offline harassment can occur during a completely private interaction, whereas harassment that happens on platforms introduces a third party—the information technology. Therefore, monitoring could be more plausible in the digital context. Facebook, for example, has developed tools to identify harassment, including tracking IP addresses to recognize when blocked users open a new account in order to message the same person who blocked them.188

Overall, the strength of the public interest factor varies by the four categories of harm discussed above. Harms such as privacy and election meddling are in need of heightened prevention. Some transactional harms and speech harms have stronger countervailing considerations, such as the possibility of ex post monetary compensation and a preference for not stamping out speech in advance. But many transactional harms merit prevention, and even some speech harms might justify monitoring of the platform’s practices. A holistic view of platforms suggests that they meet the basic threshold of implicating public harms worthy of prevention.

B. Information Asymmetries

The second major reason regulators might monitor an industry—information asymmetries—is potentially heightened for online platforms given their limited observability as compared to other monitored industries. Absent a monitoring regime, the government is dependent on how observable a harm is by either those harmed or some third party, such as journalists. However, the more consumers cannot see what is happening to others, and the more complex the underlying decisionmaking process, the more difficult it is for individuals to monitor a company’s behavior. One reason why the CFPB regularly examines bank records for personal financial harms, even small fees, is that consumers will not necessarily know they are harmed and would have difficulty knowing whether someone else with the same credit score got a different deal.189
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Platforms demonstrate incredible complexity through their individualized black-box interfaces. Yet the visibility of platform harms varies by category. Consumers cannot easily observe security precautions and privacy because, by its nature, a company does not share such information publicly. For many instances of identity theft, victims may learn of the harm once they receive a bill for unauthorized purchases or observe an unexplained depletion in their bank account. But consumers will not necessarily know when their data has been hacked. It took years before the public learned of millions of compromised accounts at Yahoo and Uber. Indeed, companies have taken steps to hide such security incidents. Uber paid a ransom to keep the breach quiet.

Nor is the selling or use of personal data easily observable. Consumers may never know that they were routed to a less helpful call center, charged more for a loan, or had their data sold to a third-party data broker such as Cambridge Analytica. Companies are not required to disclose to customers that others paid lower prices.

While elections, transactional consumer harms, and some categories of speech harms may have observable elements, these harms are predominantly opaque. They are marginally more observable than privacy harms in that voters can report questionable election messages in social media feeds, posters can see the number of retweets or video views to infer silencing, and small businesses can run Google searches to learn if they have been delisted. Sometimes platforms even notify users that their post has been removed, or could be required to do so by substantive law. Explicit discrimination can be observed by the victim, as when an Airbnb host cancelled a California mountain cabin rental minutes before the guest arrived by texting, “One word says it all. Asian.”
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The challenge with many means of observation is that “companies fastidiously study consumers and, increasingly, personalize every aspect of the consumer experience.” If an Airbnb host denies an individual’s request for lodging, it is unclear whether other consumers of different races received preferential treatment. However, insight is possible with the right information and access. One field experiment used fake accounts and over six thousand messages to determine that on average, hosts were sixteen percent less likely to accept reservations from distinctly African-American names, even when every other aspect of the guest’s profile was identical. Airbnb swiftly blocked the academics’ accounts, and platforms have even more sophisticated techniques to identify fake accounts. Other researchers seeking to understand related problems, such as why Google shows lower-paying job ads to women than to men, have faced similar barriers of access to the relevant nonpublic information. As a result, relying on the cooperation of platforms to share necessary information will not necessarily suffice to identify and understand harms.

Any two social media feeds may differ greatly based on the users’ digital profiles, including makeup of followers and past clicks. The products or election advertisements users see may also vary. Any given person has limited knowledge of other user experiences, since most only have access to their single feed. Consequently, Instagram moderators may deprioritize or bury a post in users’ feeds without the poster knowing. Facebook voluntarily announced its platform’s ability to influence elections, although it could have withheld that private information. Essentially, platforms can effectively silence tweets, tailor election news, or aid sellers in selectively charging higher advertised prices, all while obscuring that conduct from affected individuals.

It would be a complex undertaking for the harmed party to identify and track the many subtle ways that any two feeds differ in
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terms of the ordering, timing, and composition of items displayed. Analyzing millions of feeds would require a sophisticated analysis with unprecedented access to many individuals’ personal accounts. Individuals and small businesses, in particular, would likely be unable to monitor effectively.

Even if users observed that their business was deprioritized or that an advertisement was tailored, they would not necessarily know why. Platforms use complex, continually changing algorithms to produce web search results and social feed content. Users would likely be unable to determine whether they were losing out in the search results based on the competitive merits or due to the gatekeeper’s desire to lessen competition.

These information asymmetries reflect those in other monitored industries. Like social media feeds, consumer financial products are tailored to the individual. A borrower generally cannot attribute higher mortgage rates to illegal factors, such as race, or may be unable to understand the fine print terms that impose hidden fees.

Additionally, by some accounts, companies such as Google and Apple have taken corporate secretiveness to new levels in an effort to prevent competitors from copying innovations. They use nondisclosure and nondisparagement agreements liberally, and develop tools for hiding information. One Uber software program identified transportation regulators; when they opened the app, Uber would create a “ghost screen” displaying fake drivers. After the regulator requested a ride, the cars would disappear from the screen, giving the impression that cars were no longer available. Platforms can thus deploy legal and technological tools not only to limit public information access, but also to tailor user experiences such that one external observer’s inferences would be irrelevant to another’s. Given the intensely secretive culture and inscrutability of digital technologies,
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there may be no other industry with greater public-private information asymmetries than online platforms.210

C. Self-Regulation

Historically, monitoring legislation has followed prominent legal violations by businesses—presumably based on the conclusion that the prior reliance on self-regulation was faulty or at least politically unacceptable.211 By that basic measure, the platform economy, like more heavily regulated industries, has failed the test of self-regulation.212 Indeed, an industry built in part by skirting the law and evading regulators, with a prominent motto of “move fast and break things,”213 is an unlikely candidate for self-regulation. But before jumping to the alternative of a full regulatory monitoring regime, it is necessary to consider not only the effectiveness of monitoring, but also the different versions of industry self-regulation as embraced in the literature or utilized by the FTC: public disclosure and private third-party monitoring.

1. Private Monitoring and Transparency

Observers have proposed private monitoring regimes or making information publicly available, thereby letting markets or private actors hold businesses accountable.214 One version of this is mandated disclosures to the end user. Also, by faulting Facebook for being unclear with users about what would happen to their data, the FTC pushes the platform to disclose risks and harms.215 Well-designed disclosures can help, but they have traditionally performed poorly because hardly anyone reads the fine print of contracts.216 Even if people did, they likely
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would not understand the contents, and even simpler prominent disclosures often fail to realize their intended purpose.  

Disclosures might also target public or third-party experts, which would require platforms to make some part of their underlying code publicly available. Private parties would then periodically observe platforms in a kind of crowd-sourced monitoring. Disclosure-based regulation is one of the most widely supported interventions, both among policymakers and legal scholars, because it preserves freedom of choice. However, without other legal reforms and careful design, such disclosures have limits because voluntary third-party experts—including reputation websites—may lack resources or motivation. Additionally, under any public disclosure regime, competitors would acquire any information released, meaning that such information would need to be more limited. As a result, after a company has transgressed, its settlement agreement with a public entity often requires the hiring of a private third-party monitor to assess compliance.

The FTC applied both mandated disclosures and private monitoring when it learned that Google and Facebook had violated privacy policies in 2011 and 2012. Facebook had allowed its users to keep their information private, but repeatedly made that information public. The consent orders required the companies to pay for third-party “assessments” of their compliance, with heightened privacy policies outlined in the settlement.

Facebook’s assessor, PricewaterhouseCoopers, upon reviewing Facebook’s online policy and direct assertions, submitted annual reports to the FTC verifying that Facebook was in full compliance and
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taking the necessary precautions to safeguard user data. Subsequently, evidence emerged that Facebook failed to protect privacy in accordance with its published policies, most prominently when one of its apps helped transfer millions of users’ data to Cambridge Analytica for psychological profiling during the 2016 presidential election. It is worth noting that Google and Facebook were able to comply with their third-party assessments by simply making assertions to the third party about their privacy policies, a process that falls short of a full audit. Thus, the performance of these regimes does not reflect how a more empowered third-party auditor would have performed.

Perhaps a truly independent private third party could provide that benefit. Regulators other than the FTC have deployed more powerful private auditors with “unrestricted access” to the regulated entity’s documents. In theory, these private monitors could provide many of the benefits of public monitors, and indeed scholars have often proposed private rather than public monitoring of platforms. Private monitors have the advantage of using fewer public resources and avoiding governmental acquisition of private information.

Another common reason for preferring a disclosure-oriented or private third-party regime is that either regime would use monitors with more sophistication and resources than bureaucrats. After all, government agencies pay considerably less than Silicon Valley firms.
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Moreover, bureaucrats often have protected employment status, which has led critics to argue that regulators cannot easily update their workforce with training or more technologically savvy employees. Many believe that a third-party regulatory regime would make it less likely that “the government will remain several steps behind.” In light of these advantages and the political obstacles to government regulation, wholly private monitoring could offer a sensible policy option.

Nonetheless, private monitors also have several shortcomings. A company hired to monitor has incentives to please the customer paying the bills—which is typically the regulated entity. A secretive industry is also unmotivated to share its inner workings with another business or the public. Considering these factors and the empirically supported successes of government monitoring in other industries, it is likely that regulatory monitoring of platforms—or at least publicly accountable private monitors—would offer the best option as long as the government reflects democratic values.

2. Regulatory Monitoring Design and Effectiveness

One challenge for the typical analysis is that an incident of failed self-regulation does not mean that a direct monitoring regime would have done better. Companies still engage in substantial wrongdoing in heavily monitored industries. Despite having OCC and CFPB examiners on-site year-round, Wells Fargo employees opened millions of unauthorized accounts in customers’ names for years until the publication of a *Los Angeles Times* exposé. Any platform-monitoring regime, even helped by the most sophisticated of private-sector analysts, would have limits. Despite these uncertainties, empirical studies of government inspections across different jurisdictions and
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timeframes suggest that governmental monitoring increases compliance.239 Critics’ points about a sophistication imbalance between government and private monitors have merit, but as a basis for resistance to government monitoring, the argument reflects a misconception about the operation of monitoring regimes. From a functional perspective, regulatory monitors utilize three main categories of information collection: direct observations, explanations, and self-regulatory processes. Direct observations would mean examining the activities, such as looking at how the factory machines operate, or perhaps monitoring various outputs, such as chemical discharge into air and ocean waters.240 The next level would require the business to explain how those specific operations function, perhaps mandating an analysis performed by the business. Instead, many monitors focus on the third category: self-regulatory processes. For example, government inspectors ensure that offshore oil platforms install and use mandatory safety devices that prevent explosion by shutting down drilling if the machinery temperature rises too high.241 They also look at whether training programs and internal procedures position employees to mitigate and respond to emergencies.242

To apply a similar regime to digital platforms, a regulator would ask the platform to identify which internal organizational processes filter out foreign political ads, protect against hackers, or prevent racially discriminatory behavior. The monitor would ideally be technologically savvy, but even one without a strong technology background would be capable of analyzing organizational processes to determine whether firms were asking the right questions and measuring the right outputs. Some outputs would also be discernible to monitors since most platforms have live feeds or other means of communicating to management what is happening.243

Dialogue would further allow government monitors to better comprehend complex algorithms. Regulatory monitors do not simply examine in silence, but as part of a dialectic process. Bank employees sometimes need to break down a complex new financial instrument so that the Federal Reserve examiner understands whether it violates the law or poses a new risk.244 Environmental inspectors “rely on industry
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representatives to explain the technology at a facility.”245 Similarly, regulatory monitors could question platform coders or ask to see the internal reports that those coders produced. In the context of privacy, for instance, regulators could ask platforms to provide privacy impact assessments. They might also routinely ask the regulator to provide any updates to privacy practices within the prior six months, such as any new types of data collected or any new third parties that are receiving user data.

To be clear, even after adopting these approaches, monitors of platforms may still have more blind spots than do monitors in other industries. But perfect regulatory understanding is not the standard. Instead, regulatory comprehension is better seen as existing along a spectrum. Without ex ante monitoring authority, regulators currently operate with minimal algorithmic knowledge. If monitoring increased that comprehension from five to fifty percent, regulators would lack total comprehension, but that increase would be a meaningful advancement. If a disclosure regime would move public oversight from five to ten percent comprehension, but with less burden and more political support, that is an alternative to be weighed—or an additional measure that could create a pluralistic public-private monitoring regime.246

It is impossible to know precisely how far any particular regime would move a regulator along the comprehension spectrum. Nor does space allow for determining which items from the menu of monitoring options would work best for platforms—auditing raw complaints or assessing compliance systems, conducting on-site examinations, requiring remote report submissions, or other tactics. Indeed, the answer will vary by the type of harm and platform. But regulatory monitoring would certainly add a significant degree of knowledge to the current state of substantial real-time ignorance in the face of fast-shifting platforms.

III. FACTORS WEIGHING AGAINST MONITORING PLATFORMS

The previous Part showed how the three criteria in favor of monitoring are met at a basic level, at least regarding some harms and platforms. That brings the analysis to two main considerations


historically weighing against monitoring: privacy and burden. Each factor is complicated with respect to online platforms given their role in surveillance and their core product being information itself.

A. Business Owners’ Privacy

Historically, privacy weighed against monitoring due to the importance of the business owner’s reasonable expectation of privacy.247 However, business owners’ privacy expectations have not restricted monitoring in other industries, including the routine collection of sensitive profit data for antitrust scrutiny.248 Is there any reason to think that business owners’ privacy interests carry extra weight for platforms? It helps to approach that question by looking at “the privacy interests of the people involved” rather than the privacy interests of the entity.249

Perhaps the best argument is the enhanced role of intellectual property, a key legal tool deployed in platforms’ secretive cultures.250 A regulator that leaked valuable trade secrets would, in a sense, violate the business owners’ privacy interests.251 Although trade secrets and sensitive competitive information are exempt from the Freedom of Information Act,252 businesses have exploited the Act to access FTC information, demonstrating commercial motivation to exploit monitoring data.253 Heightened secrecy can, however, be seen in other industries, such as finance, where investment strategies and business acquisitions are closely guarded.254 Any platform-monitoring regime would need to mitigate the spread of trade secrets by limiting information collected only to that necessary and limiting the sharing of any information once it is collected.255

It is otherwise difficult to see how the type of information collected for regulatory oversight would meaningfully threaten business owners’ privacy. That information would be related to the technologies deployed and the company’s interactions with users,
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rather than about the business owners’ personal lives. 256 Early constitutional privacy protections of business records resulted from Fifth Amendment concerns about sole proprietors, and the Court declined to extend those protections to corporations. 257 The Court’s Fourth Amendment jurisprudence leaves open the question of whether the collective entity should have privacy protections, but arguably “most corporations in most circumstances should not have a constitutional right to privacy.” 258 Thus, to the extent the business owners are themselves users of the company’s technologies, the business owners’ personal privacy dovetails with the privacy of the platforms’ users.

B. Users’ Privacy

Privacy offers another increasingly important argument against monitoring: in collecting information from businesses, regulators may collect sensitive consumer data. As a starting point for the normative analysis, customers’ privacy has not prevented regulatory monitoring of sensitive personal information in other industries. The SEC, CFPB, and FDA, not to mention the Census Bureau and Internal Revenue Service, collect a broad range of sensitive financial, medical, and household data. 259 However, platforms have a far greater quantity of personal data than businesses did when Congress extended monitoring authority in other industries. Commentators and the public now have a heightened concern about surveillance. Should these concerns change the analysis for platforms, or perhaps for regulatory monitoring more generally?

Surveillance is a general term that focuses on the collection of personal information. 260 It implicates regulatory monitoring in part because government agencies have often used platforms to surveil individuals—leading one commentator to depict the modern era as one of “liquid surveillance.” 261 Technology firms have given the state
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visibility into people's associates and interests from social media behavior, spending habits from credit card statements, and a growing array of other details from smart-home device data. Surveillance could thus pose a problem for regulatory monitoring because the very transfer of information from technology companies to the government is associated with an overbearing bureaucracy violating an important right.

To weigh the real privacy risks of regulatory monitoring, it is instructive to draw two distinctions between regulatory monitoring and state surveillance. One distinction relates to the type of entity that is collecting the information. The other concerns the nature of the information collected.

1. Organizational Distinction: Crime Agencies Versus Regulators

   From an entity perspective, business regulators should be analyzed separately from crime agencies. Conflating these two types of entities is problematic because they have different institutional cultures regarding information collection. Crime agencies have regularly exceeded the bounds of public comfort with information collection. To provide a few examples: in 1968, the Supreme Court held in a prominent case, *Katz v. United States*, that federal agents had violated the Fourth Amendment by wiretapping a public pay phone without obtaining a warrant, and the case garnered significant attention; later, President Richard Nixon used federal law enforcement agencies to spy on political rivals and activist groups; and more recently, former Central Intelligence Agency (“CIA”) analyst Edward Snowden leaked classified documents revealing that the NSA had conducted a warrantless search of electronic communication
Public anger at these and other programs has led to a “patchwork of limits from disparate sources” now regulating access to various personal data sources, such as social media postings and “digital records of an individual’s movements.”

Whereas Congress has regularly constrained crime agency surveillance, it has repeatedly done the opposite with regulators, concluding that regulators underutilized the authority they already had. For instance, the FDA already had the ability to inspect food manufacturers when, in 2010, an estimated 1,939 people became seriously ill from salmonella in peanut butter, ice cream, spinach, and other products. Congress responded to the outcry with legislation stating that the FDA “shall increase the frequency of inspection of all facilities,” and requiring at least one inspection every three years for high-risk manufacturers. Similarly, federal authorities gained the power to inspect underground mines in 1941, but an explosion ten years later in Illinois that killed 119 miners prompted Congress to mandate
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What about the possibility that business regulators would hand over personal information to crime agencies? The distinction between crime agencies and business regulators would matter less if business regulators shared all of the personal information collected with crime agencies. Regulators do sometimes share information with other law enforcement agencies for prosecuting criminal matters related to their mission. For instance, the FTC’s mission of protecting consumers implicates criminal fraud. When the agency identifies businesses engaging in fraud, it hands the matter over to the agency with the ability to prosecute criminal matters in court.\footnote{279}{See Criminal Liaison Unit, FED. TRADE COMM’N, https://www.ftc.gov/enforcement/criminal-liaison-unit (last visited Sept. 22, 2019) [https://perma.cc/N8RH-KBFN].} Statutes often dictate these links between regulators and crime agencies.

Beyond such mandated interagency sharing, the information transfer is limited by several factors. Most importantly, various statutes curtail how agencies can disclose information. The Privacy Act provides general limitations on an agency’s ability to disclose individuals’ records to other governmental agencies, except under enumerated exceptions.\footnote{280}{5 U.S.C. § 552a(b) (2012).} The Act also limits access within the agency,
allowing access only to those “who have a need for the record in the performance of their duties.” Many industry-specific statutes go further, such as requiring disclosure to the individual whose medical records were requested or prohibiting any use of those records “for any purpose other than the litigation or proceeding for which such information was requested.” Some of these statutes make it a criminal offense for government officials to disclose information collected.

Two institutional factors further mitigate the concerns about handing over information. First, when regulators collect sensitive information, the monitoring group would be expected to establish firewalls. From an institutional perspective, agency divisions tend to be selective about what they share even when others in the same agency, such as enforcement attorneys, desire unfettered access. Even when they are supposed to work together and coordinate to prevent disasters, agencies have resisted coordinating functions. Since regulators’ employees would risk themselves breaking the law by inappropriately sharing personal information, the sharing of personal information should be seen as having significant motivational barriers. These and other sources of “internal administrative law” help to deter regulators from routinely passing information to crime agencies.

Finally, crime agencies do not need regulators’ help to obtain access to extensive personal data. Through the maligned third-party doctrine, the Court has held that when people voluntarily share information with a third party, they usually have no reasonable
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expectation of privacy in such information. Consequently, the Constitution provides minimal limits on crime agencies’ access to user data from platforms even without a warrant. The FBI, CIA, and other agencies have hired leading private-sector data brokers, such as Palantir, to amass and analyze large amounts of private data. Therefore, regulatory monitoring implicates users’ privacy less than does crime surveillance due to agency cultural differences, crime agencies’ independent information access, and existing privacy laws that restrict regulators’ ability to hand over information.

2. Information Distinction: Personal Versus Organizational

Those concerned about potential monitoring harms to users’ privacy must also consider the type of information sought. One categorization is vital for monitoring in the digital era—whether the information collected is personal or organizational. That distinction is important because popular alarm about surveillance stems from the collection of personal—not business—data.

There is no doubt that for some platform harms, data from user accounts would be vital. To determine whether an algorithm was discriminating improperly, for instance, the monitor would need some mechanism for at least inferring characteristics about users, such as race. Again, it bears emphasis that federal agencies face considerable political and legal pressures to safeguard personal data. Although the
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Fourth Amendment overall provides minimal restrictions on regulatory information collection, it would be more likely to restrain regulators collecting personal information than business information. Various statutes have restricted government agencies above that floor. The Privacy Act, for example, imposes criminal penalties on government employees for improper use of personal data. The Stored Communications Act restricts government access to emails. And the Federal Information Security Modernization Act of 2014 requires annual independent information security evaluations of agencies, performed by the Inspector General.

Accordingly, regulators take precautions in handling personal data, such as firewalls and encryption. Furthermore, for some harms requiring access to user accounts, it may be possible to provide the data to the regulator in de-identified form, such as by replacing the name with a randomly generated number. Government agencies, like private businesses, have at times failed in their efforts to protect privacy, and anonymization has limits. But it is worth recognizing that de-identification can reduce the risks of regulatory analysis of some personal data when it is collected.

Of course, government entities, like businesses, are vulnerable to hacks and leaks. However, the legal constraints on agencies arguably go further than laws constraining private businesses, as the
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Privacy Act only applies to government entities. Thus, while precautions must be taken and the risks involved in collecting personal data obviously must be considered, in weighing those risks it is important to recognize that regulators already have a legal structure in place for handling personal information.

Additionally, unlike crime agencies—which need users’ identities to assess their personal targets—regulators are looking for wrongdoing by the business.\textsuperscript{298} Above all, regulators need business information, not personal information. They can analyze companies’ internal policies and procedures, or even examine the code behind various algorithms, without obtaining any user data. In theory, they could ask the business to conduct a particular quantitative analysis about, say, the number of fee complaints that Facebook received using the word “child,” without the regulator ever receiving any information about a particular user. In practice, regulators go to great lengths to minimize the collection of personally identifiable information, given their lesser need for it and the controversies surrounding it.\textsuperscript{299}

Finally, it is worth noting that the normative analysis of privacy in the monitoring framework may be flipped for platforms. In most historical extensions of monitoring, whether in banking, the environment, or health, agencies received extensive monitoring authority despite privacy concerns weighing only against monitoring.\textsuperscript{300} In contrast, today one of the main goals of any regulatory monitoring regime for platforms would presumably be to ensure those companies are respecting users’ privacy.\textsuperscript{301} Thus, even if the regulator collected personal information for that purpose, the privacy risks created by the regulator would need to be weighed against the privacy benefits of the additional regulatory oversight. However, since regulators could audit a platform’s privacy systems without collecting personal data, the

\textsuperscript{298} Regulators are enforcing mostly civil laws against businesses, meaning that tracing users to conduct is largely irrelevant. This is particularly true for transactional and privacy-related harms. See supra Section II.A. Speech harms, as mentioned above, provide a weaker case for monitoring than other categories, but even those harms could be monitored without collecting identifiable data, as the goal would be to categorize blocked speech, which could be determined by examining the platforms’ internal rules alone. If the regulator wanted particular examples, it could ask for the user conduct or words that led to ostracizing a given user, without obtaining the user’s identity. See supra Section II.A.4. Speech harms and election engineering would, however, come closer to implicating criminal wrongs, and thus any program would need to weigh the value of identifying wrongdoers and the threats to privacy in the collection of such information. If the communications were already publicly available on a social media platform, there would be fewer privacy concerns.

\textsuperscript{299} Infra Section IV.C (summarizing political pressures on regulators regarding personal information).

\textsuperscript{300} See supra Section I.C.1.

\textsuperscript{301} See supra Section II.A.1.
privacy analysis should overall weigh more in favor of regulatory monitoring in the surveillance age than it did in prior eras.

To be clear, agency officials could potentially misuse regulatory information acquired about businesses and individuals—or an unscrupulous executive could seek to leverage it to persecute political opponents. Those issues are, however, more about design of the regulatory monitoring—and indeed about appropriate constraints on government power—than about whether to extend the authority in the first place. Legal and organizational safeguards are crucial for any regulatory monitoring program. The main point here is that avoiding regulatory monitoring of platforms altogether due to anxiety about individual privacy would be inconsistent with a broader perspective on regulatory monitoring, privacy, and the administrative state.

C. Regulatory Burden

How should the costs of compliance be weighed in the case of platforms? There is little that can be said with certainty about the monetary costs of monitoring platforms because no such program exists. Three potential sources of burden lie in stifling innovation, increasing the costs that the platform incurs in providing information to the regulator, and spending public resources collecting and processing the information.

One possibility is that monitoring could chill innovation by making the innovator nervous about trying something new, out of fear of being punished for the unknown. Or monitoring could deter new entrants because of the costs of complying with heavy oversight, thereby deterring the entrance of new ideas. While it may be true that “[w]e couldn’t kill the Internet if we tried,” the issue is largely theoretical because the interplay between regulation and innovation is poorly understood as an empirical matter. Also, the potential for stifling innovation is a broader point about regulating business in general, as a similar concern could be raised about other enforcement

302. Although I return to the question of designing monitoring programs in Section IV.C, infra, that topic is sufficiently capacious to require a separate project.


304. Paul Ohm, We Couldn’t Kill the Internet If We Tried, 130 Harv. L. Rev. Forum 79, 85 (2016). Another possibility is a chilling effect in which users do not want to provide their data to firms out of fear that the government will attain it. See Niva Elkin-Koren & Michal Gal, The Chilling Effect of Governance-By-Data on Data Markets, 86 U. Chi. L. Rev. 403, 407 (2019).

mechanisms, such as ex post litigation. Society has so far rejected suppression of innovation as an argument against regulation, given the prevalence of regulation in the economy, but the narrative may hold greater weight for platforms, given the industry’s entrepreneurial ethos.  

A more tangible cost is the expenditure of resources to transfer information. Those costs could be substantial and should be factored in to any proposed oversight regime. In undertaking such a prospective analysis, it would be valuable to leverage the empirical studies of the costs of monitoring in other industries. The challenge with doing that, however, is that overall compliance costs are driven by the extent of the substantive regulation in addition to the costs of monitoring. Since far fewer substantive laws govern platforms than, say, banks, platforms would presumably have less information to transfer—and thus a lower monitoring burden.

For the estimates to be comprehensive, they should include the potential savings that studies have found from governmental monitoring. These savings include benefits to shareholders, who may not be able to sufficiently monitor the risks taken by a firm’s managers, as well as the avoidance of compliance costs that the firm would have otherwise undertaken. Counterintuitively, since platforms already spend a considerable amount of money on data security, it is possible that a centralized regulator providing monitoring services across an entire industry could reduce some platform costs by providing economies of scale—or add shareholder value by providing more reliable monitoring of risks.

Platforms might even interface with monitors more efficiently than have businesses in other industries. Monitoring is, after all, about transferring information. One of platforms’ core specialties is collecting and transferring information in a highly automated manner. Thus, platforms’ monitoring burden may be significantly less than for companies whose core operations are far from information technology.


308. The amount of information that would need to be transferred per law is also relevant to this equation.


310. The gains to shareholders would need to be weighed against any value destroyed by monitoring.
D. Summary of Factors for Monitoring Online Platforms

Among the four types of public interest discussed—privacy, civic engagement, transactional integrity, and speech—the strength of the case for monitoring varies. The case for monitoring speech harms, for instance, is weaker than for monitoring election engineering. Nonetheless, the main normative historical drivers of monitoring are largely present in online platforms: harms worth preventing, insufficient public information, and a track record of failed self-regulation.

The factors that might weigh against monitoring platforms are, if anything, potentially weaker than in other monitored industries. Platforms can transfer information to regulators at a lower cost, since data is their core product. While the issue of privacy has certainly become more complex in the digital era due to users’ privacy interests, at the very least, concerns about users’ privacy should not prevent regulators from collecting only business information, rather than personal information. For most types of harm, an informative monitoring program is possible without a regulator ever collecting personal data and instead focusing on information about the platform and its processes.

However, where personal data collection is necessary to protect users, there are precedents in other industries for legally and organizationally constraining agencies that collect highly sensitive information. Ultimately, citing personal data as a reason against regulatory monitoring of platforms would be a red herring. Rather, privacy arguably strengthens the case for monitoring platforms since large business owners’ privacy interests are minimally affected. Moreover, those minimal interests must be balanced against the privacy interests of millions of platform users in having regulatory oversight of how platforms use their data.

Legitimate privacy concerns, as well as the need to protect trade secrets and minimize regulatory burden, underscore how any monitoring regime should be designed—with appropriate accountability and burden-minimizing processes in place. Those details would need to be worked out in a way that is sensitive to the specific platform and harm. The main point here is that if policymakers were to weigh the principal factors as they have in oil, pharmaceuticals, food

311. Nonetheless, compared to the alternative of leaving it entirely to platforms, there is still a normative and historical case for monitoring content moderation. See supra Kyle Langvardt, Regulating Online Content Moderation, 106 GEO. L.J. 1353, 1353 (2018); Section II.A.4.
safety, and most other major industries, they would find normative foundations for monitoring platforms.

IV. IMPLICATIONS FOR REGULATORY MONITORING

The case study of platforms most immediately suggests that policymakers should consider building new monitoring programs for the increasingly digital economy. It also shows how the information collection framework developed in a pre-digital era is in need of refinement. Most importantly, in the surveillance age, policymakers must balance a more complex set of privacy interests.

A. FTC Monitoring of Platforms

What steps would be necessary for regulatory monitoring of platforms? No single agency would have jurisdiction over all of the categories of public interest discussed above, but the FTC has authority to enforce two of them: privacy and transactional harms. Yet the agency currently operates on a largely ex post model that has failed in the past to assess whether online platforms are taking necessary steps to safeguard user data. Their antitrust enforcement processes also allow platforms to establish themselves during critical periods of competition, after which it would likely be impractical to undo the harm. While legislation and other agencies may be necessary for monitoring other types of platform harm such as election engineering and speech moderation, this Section examines the FTC’s relatively straightforward path to monitoring the surveillance economy.

Because the FTC has generally not engaged in monitoring except in narrow contexts where explicitly required by statute, its legal authority to develop a monitoring regime of platforms is in many regards unsettled. But under section 6(a) of its originating statute, the agency has the power “to gather and compile information concerning, and to investigate from time to time the organization, business,


313. See supra notes 223–225 and accompanying text.

conduct, practices, and management of any person, partnership, or corporation engaged in or whose business affects commerce."\textsuperscript{315} It also has the authority to require regular submission of reports, which it used in 1975 to request cost and sales data from 450 of the largest U.S. manufacturing firms.\textsuperscript{316} Cost and sales data is particularly sensitive and closely guarded information, which explains why about 180 of the companies filed motions to quash.\textsuperscript{317} In upholding the program, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the D.C. Circuit noted that the FTC's statute "provides a clear basis of authority for the Commission to issue orders requiring corporations to submit informational reports to the FTC."\textsuperscript{318} Subsequent legislative reforms to the FTC's authority have preserved its main monitoring tools.\textsuperscript{319}

In 1980, Congress passed the Paperwork Reduction Act ("PRA"), which requires Office of Management and Budget ("OMB") approval for certain information collection activities.\textsuperscript{320} But OMB approval is only required for information collection from ten or more entities, meaning that the FTC could at least collect information from the most important nine platforms or through one-off requests.\textsuperscript{321} Moreover, as an independent agency, the FTC has the statutory option of overruling any OMB rejection.\textsuperscript{322} For these and other reasons, the Act is more of a legal barrier to the type of industry-wide information collection used in rulemaking—but has not generally prevented regulatory monitoring.\textsuperscript{323} Indeed, the FTC even recently used 6(b) authority to collect sensitive


\textsuperscript{317} Id. at 692.
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\textsuperscript{321} 5 C.F.R. § 1320.3(c)(4) (2018).


\textsuperscript{323} See 44 U.S.C. § 3502(5) (2012) (listing independent agencies covered by the Act, such as banking regulators, the Federal Communications Commission, and the Occupational Safety and Health Review Commission); Van Loo, supra note 2, at 408–12 (describing monitoring by same agencies).
information from large companies for a one-off study, after satisfying the PRA requirements.\footnote{Fed. Trade Comm’n, Patent Assertion Entity Activity 37–38 (2016), https://www.ftc.gov/system/files/documents/reports/patent-assertion-entity-activity-ftc-study/p131203_patent_assertion_entity_activity_an_ftc_study_0.pdf [https://perma.cc/F7S3-8LZT] (compelling companies, after meeting PRA requirements and using 6(b) authority, to provide nonpublic information to study patent competition).}

Consider, also, how FTC monitoring might be viewed in the context of the surveillance state. The Drug Enforcement Administration (“DEA”) has surveilled individuals extensively despite an originating statute granting only the ability to “investigate” suspects.\footnote{See Reorganization Plan No. 2 of 1973, Pub. L. No. 93-253, 88 Stat. 50 (1974) (codified at 5 U.S.C. app. § 1 (2012)).} The FBI has conducted far-reaching personal surveillance with an enabling statute that mentions only the authority to “detect” crimes.\footnote{See 28 U.S.C. §§ 531, 533 (2012). The FBI has not sought to justify its surveillance under this detection clause and has instead looked to the unconvinging residual authority of the All Writs Act—which is also available to the FTC. See Judiciary Act of 1789, ch. 20, § 14, 1 Stat. 73, 81–82 (codified as amended at 28 U.S.C. § 1651 (2012)); Alan Z. Rozenshtein, Surveillance Intermediaries, 70 Stan. L. Rev. 99, 126 (2018) (noting frequent use by FBI).} The FTC’s explicit authorizations to “gather and compile” and “investigate from time to time” more clearly indicate monitoring authority than do the originating statutes of the DEA and FBI. Viewed against the backdrop of expansive DEA and FBI surveillance under vaguer originating authorities, the FTC’s ability to build a monitoring program is even stronger—particularly since it would be collecting information from businesses, rather than individuals.\footnote{See supra Section III.B.2.}

Supreme Court decisions provide further support for FTC monitoring authority. The Court has concluded that the FTC’s organic statute provides “ample power” to require reports, as well as to send investigators to examine a company’s books.\footnote{See United States v. Morton Salt Co., 338 U.S. 632, 649 (1950).} More broadly, regulatory requests for business records do not require a warrant, or even allegations of a particular violation, as long as the requests are not unreasonable and relate to “general or statistical investigations.”\footnote{See Okla. Press Publ’g Co. v. Walling, 327 U.S. 186, 208–09 (1946); see also McLane Co. v. EEOC, 137 S. Ct. 1159 (2017) (noting that the EEOC should be given access to any material that might be relevant to the investigation).} Thus, the FTC’s enabling statute and direct case history, along with courts’ treatment of other regulators and crime agencies, indicate that the commissioners can construct a vigorous platform-monitoring program if they so choose.

Monitoring requires personnel, so the FTC would need to either obtain new allocations or reassign existing employees. Limited
resources undermine detection. Nonetheless, the agency’s current workforce could support a meaningful level of monitoring. The CFPB runs a substantial monitoring apparatus with over 400 examiners, compared to about 350 attorneys. The FTC has an insignificant number of monitors and over 700 attorneys. Platforms would require fewer monitors than financial institutions, because the latter are some of the most heavily regulated businesses, requiring the CFPB to monitor over one hundred large banks, thousands of payday lenders, and many other categories of financial institutions for compliance with dense laws. Devoting even one hundred FTC employees to monitoring would allow meaningful examinations, especially if focused on the ten largest platforms. At the very least, the FTC’s leaders should actively decide whether it is worth diverting resources from their other activities to monitoring platforms, rather than assume no other option exists. The FTC’s recent move to create a twenty-person task force to “monitor” platforms for antitrust violations demonstrates the plausibility of such resource reallocations. However, for the FTC to develop a monitoring program more in line with that of most other large regulators, the agency would need to devote more resources; expand its monitoring to cover other areas of its mission, such as privacy and consumer protection more broadly; and make it a routine practice to compel businesses to produce information rather than doing so only in a more ex post manner once a particular issue has clearly become a problem.

What the FTC would do with such information is not the subject of this Article. Still, despite more limited civil penalty and rulemaking authority than some other agencies, the FTC has wide-ranging consumer protection and antitrust authority designed to evolve with markets. It would be able to take significant action to address some of the privacy and transactional harms discussed above.
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337. Its mandate to regulate unfair and deceptive acts is purposefully broad, designed to change on an “evolutionary basis” alongside markets. Am. Fin. Servs. Ass’n v. FTC, 767 F.2d 957, 982 (D.C. Cir. 1985). Additionally, the prospect of a federal regulator bringing public lawsuits,
However, a monitoring program need not involve aggressive prosecutions. Ex post legal investigations typically result in a formal enforcement action after major wrongdoing has occurred. In contrast, monitoring fits well with the modern emphasis on collaborative governance—that is, working with firms to solve problems rather than adopting a punitive approach at the first signs of wrongdoing.338 By identifying issues early on before they have become systemic, the FTC would be better situated to steer firms away from problematic practices before major liabilities materialize.

Nor does a monitoring regime need to involve extensive information collection. As explained above, the FTC could still learn a great deal without analyzing source code or collecting large troves of detailed information. The FTC could, for example, examine whether companies have appropriate privacy practices by requesting existing internal summary reports and explanations from employees.339 After the FTC initially learned more about how a given platform operated, and as substantive platform regulations developed, it would have a better sense of what types of questions to ask to identify ways that the platform could avoid causing harm.

In some instances, existing internal reports and insights would not exist, in which case the FTC or Congress would need to take additional steps, such as imposing “audit trails” on platforms to ensure they record the reasoning and facts related to their decisions.340 Other tools, such as ordering companies to conduct technical systems tests, may be needed.341 Private third-party monitors could also complement FTC monitoring—although the FTC has less ability to impose private monitoring industry wide than it does to exercise its own authority to collect information.342 Finally, it would be valuable to determine what types of information are necessary to achieve particular goals and the

338. See Van Loo, supra note 2, at 397–98.
339. See supra Section II.C.
341. See Hoofnagle, supra note 191, at 7.
342. The FTC currently deploys third-party private monitoring through settlement agreements and for limited periods of time, which is different from the kind of ongoing monitoring discussed here. See supra Section II.C. There may be efficiency advantages to some forms of private monitoring. Cf. Emily S. Bremer, Private Complements to Public Governance, 81 Mo. L. Rev. 1115, 1117 (2016) (discussing the institutional tradeoffs between private and public governance). Another issue is whether the FTC’s ability to collect information from time to time covers on-site examinations of platforms. Assuming that it does not, a remote monitoring program would also help the agency determine whether to request such authority.
extent to which personal, rather than purely business, information is needed to determine compliance with a given law. These and many other platform governance features have been explored elsewhere.

The necessity of working out further details about the shape and scope of FTC monitoring, and political pressures weighing against FTC assertiveness, should not obscure a more fundamental point. There is a strong basis for concluding that the FTC already has the mandate, without new legislation, to build a substantial monitoring program. Used as a complement to other tools, such as ex post litigation and consumer complaints, monitoring could contribute to a more robust oversight architecture for the most surprisingly unregulated entities in the information age.

B. The FCC, EEOC, and State Regulators

Most of this Article has focused on online platforms, a regulatory sphere most relevant to the FTC. But a variety of other companies can leverage technologies to engage in “digital market manipulation.” The monitoring framework, and its emerging tension with surveillance, thus implicates other regulators.

First, the FCC has extensive unused monitoring authority over cable and telecommunications firms. Comcast, Verizon, AT&T, and similar companies arguably have greater ability to surveil than does Facebook, because they can access all transferred data. Cable and telecommunication companies can also sell that data to third parties, thus cashing in on the incredible revenues from “big data, the new oil.” A policy norm that prioritizes individuals’ privacy over that of
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348. Salome Viljoen, Facebook’s Surveillance is Nothing Compared with Comcast, AT&T and Verizon, GUARDIAN (Apr. 6, 2018), https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2018/apr/06/delete-facebook-live-us-still-share-data [https://perma.cc/R8PY-DSQ8]. Thanks to recent legislative reforms, internet providers have great freedom to collect, analyze, and share essentially all of the browsing data that flows through them. S.J. Res. 34, 115th Cong. (2017) (enacted).
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businesses would lend support to the FCC monitoring how these firms handle such massive data access.

Additionally, the EEOC provides an example of an agency operating beyond the technology sector. Its originating statute, the 1964 Civil Rights Act, granted the authority to systematically collect salary data from employers about pay to identify racial, gender, or other discriminatory pay practices. But the EEOC did not write rules to collect such data systematically until 2012. Moreover, although the agency now collects considerable data in a routine manner from large companies nationwide, it devotes only a handful of employees to analyzing such data, relying primarily on employee complaints to open over ninety-nine percent of investigations. Granted, analyzing systematic employment data raises difficult questions about causality and poses the risk of false accusations. But given that the agency now collects large amounts of data, many of the costs to privacy and compliance have already been overcome. In light of the difficulty one employee may have in ascertaining pay differences, discriminatory pay seems to be an area in need of rigorous cost-benefit analysis to determine whether it merits greater use of regulatory monitoring.

Finally, state and local regulators also undertake considerable monitoring. City inspectors grade restaurants, and county authorities oversee cable companies. State and local regulatory monitors have limits because multinational companies’ wrongdoing, particularly when data is involved, typically transcends local government borders. Also, courts consistently allow federal crime agencies to access state regulatory information. Still, in some instances it may make sense for local regulatory authorities to monitor business activities, especially in the absence of action by federal regulators. Indeed, it was a local agency that initiated action in some of the biggest corporate prosecutions in recent years, such as the Los Angeles city lawsuit against Wells Fargo for creating fake accounts in customers’ names.
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And though the FTC has not audited Airbnb for racial discrimination by hosts, the state of California Department of Fair Employment and Housing has used its legal authority to conduct tests.\footnote{Voluntary Agreement at 16–17, Dep’t of Fair Emp. and Hous. of Calif. v. Airbnb, Inc., Nos. 574743-231889, 574743-231624, (Apr. 19, 2017), https://www.dfeh.ca.gov/wp-content/uploads/sites/32/2017/06/04-19-17-Airbnb-DFEH-Agreement-Signed-DFEH-1-1.pdf [https://perma.cc/46UY-F4VP] (outlining terms of testing).}

It is difficult to know, from the outside, why any particular agency leader may have opted not to monitor—or whether that possibility was even considered. But regulators’ historical track record gives little confidence that repeated decisions to refrain from monitoring were made on the merits, and instead indicates that those decisions may be explained by industry capture or institutional inertia.\footnote{See supra Section III.B.1.} Ideally, legislators and agency leaders would take a fresh look at whether they should exercise regulatory monitoring—their primary means for understanding businesses—wherever that tool currently lies dormant.

\section*{C. Moving Monitoring Out of the Shadow of Surveillance}

Whether the goal is to build a new technology meta-agency that monitors platforms, to require Facebook and Twitter to submit real-time election advertising reports to the Federal Election Commission, or for the FTC commissioners to use the authority they already have, policymakers must undertake a normative and legal analysis about the appropriate exercise of administrative information collection. That inquiry is more difficult because regulatory monitoring is, as a matter of law and popular imagination, part of the surveillance state.

In a world in which “everything has software,”\footnote{Paul Ohm & Blake Reid, Regulating Software When Everything Has Software, 84 GEO. WASH. L. REV. 1672, 1688–89 (2016).} large portions of the regulatory state that collect information from businesses could now be incorrectly seen as engaging in personal surveillance. Part of the problem is the pervasive monolithic portrayal of government information collection. Scholars and judges often describe both business regulators and crime agencies as being engaged in surveillance.\footnote{See sources cited supra note 21 and accompanying text.} The challenge with a close association between the two is that observers, including Supreme Court Justices, frequently reference an Orwellsian 1984 dystopia in their discussions of crime data surveillance.\footnote{See, e.g., Margaret Hu, Orwell’s 1984 and a Fourth Amendment Cybersurveillance Non-intrusion Test, 92 WASH. L. REV. 1819, 1832–33, 1870 (2017) (surveying frequent judicial and scholarly references to Orwell’s 1984); see also Richards, supra note 260, at 1934 (“From the Fourth Amendment’s text, the Fourth Amendment’s inclusion of state action, and the modern American police power, the 1984 government is, in many respects, the typical government.”).} Indeed,
concerns about a totalitarian state pervade broader advocacy for privacy. Nor is the association with totalitarianism limited to crime agencies—television commercials, op-eds, and social media depict regulators such as the FTC, CFPB, and EEOC as “Big Brother.”

These pervasive references to a single state scrutinizing our lives likely carry weight with the public. Apple CEO Tim Cook even appealed to such suspicions when the FBI attempted to gain access to terrorism suspects’ phones following the shooting deaths of fourteen people at a San Bernardino, California work party in 2016. In an open letter, Cook warned that the FBI’s demands would “undermine the very freedoms and liberty our government is meant to protect.” Cook went on to state the implications of granting the FBI’s request:

The government could extend this breach of privacy and demand that Apple build surveillance software to intercept your messages, access your health records or financial data, track your location, or even access your phone’s microphone or camera without your knowledge.

Note that Cook’s message uses the singular term, “the government,” but mentions health records and financial data—information collected by business regulators—alongside video and sound recordings of personal space, which are more relevant to crime agencies.

It is also noteworthy that terrorist attacks are one of the strongest justifications for surveillance. The CEO of a major consumer company would appeal to consumers’ anxiety about privacy to ward off a government agency obtaining information about terrorist activities only if he—based, presumably, on the considerable research
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insights available to him about customers—believed that such rhetoric persuades a substantial portion of the public. Indeed, despite those salient government interests in obtaining access to suspected terrorists’ phones, about forty-five percent of people supported Apple’s refusal to help the FBI.\(^{369}\)

It is difficult to know the impact of these blurred lines on regulatory monitoring policy. But the muddling of the concept of state surveillance may enable political actors with a deregulatory agenda to leverage privacy concerns on a broader basis. For instance, when Mick Mulvaney became the interim director of the CFPB in 2017, one of his first moves was to freeze a significant amount of information collection out of concerns that the CFPB could endanger consumers’ privacy.\(^{370}\) The effect of the data collection freeze was to significantly hinder the agency’s core regulatory activities.\(^{371}\)

To be clear, Mulvaney may have been responding to the legitimate privacy concerns that exist whenever an agency collects personal information, and did reinstate some information collection processes after the Inspector General found that the CFPB had not endangered consumers’ privacy.\(^{372}\) But Mulvaney was a strong opponent of the CFPB. He had previously called the agency a “sick, sad” joke, had introduced legislation to terminate the CFPB in his previous role as a congressman, and, even after being appointed interim director, continued to reiterate that the agency should not exist.\(^{373}\) Regardless of Mulvaney’s motives in freezing data collection, the incident highlights the potential tension between regulation and privacy.

Additional signs suggest regulators are wary that monitoring will make them vulnerable to being publicly associated with surveillance. For instance, in 2009 the FTC called for online endorsers
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of products to disclose any gifts or payments they received. Following online commentaries comparing the agency to Big Brother, an FTC official issued a statement saying, “We are not going to be patrolling the blogosphere.” Given that public perception has historically played an important role in driving Congress to authorize monitoring, a core enforcement activity could face additional obstacles in the surveillance era.

Greater clarity in discussing and analyzing regulatory monitoring is thus important for regulating businesses in the surveillance era. This Article has highlighted, at a top level, two main sources of confusion. The first is the question about which agency is acting, with the most important challenge being the conflation of crime and regulatory agencies. The second is the type of information sought, especially whether it is business or personal. These distinctions complement existing efforts to move toward more accountable and transparent algorithms.

A few further preliminary observations on this basic taxonomy and its application are in order. One of its main functions is to facilitate a more refined normative analysis. Each type of information collection would still be weighed in terms of the traditional normative factors, such as information asymmetries. Within that analysis, however, the regular collection of business information, without any personal data, would face a lower privacy barrier than would the other categories.

It bears emphasis that neither a taxonomy nor a normative framework for exercising information collection should hew too closely to Fourth Amendment jurisprudence. To be sure, a real-world state privacy hierarchy would ideally reflect the constitutional prioritization of personal over business privacy. But the Fourth Amendment allows agencies to subpoena even sensitive personal records, such as bank...
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account statements, held by businesses—and confusingly calls them “business records.”

Fourth Amendment jurisprudence thus has little to offer from a prescriptive standpoint or in terms of linguistic precision.

What would it mean to write laws with this privacy hierarchy in mind? A prominent legislative example of a failure to differentiate regulatory monitoring from crime surveillance comes from what has been called the constitution of the administrative state: the APA. Section 555(c) of the APA specifies that any “requirement of a report, inspection, or other investigative act or demand may not be issued, made, or enforced except as authorized by law.” Drafters intended the APA to govern both crime agencies and regulators, and the official legislative notes on section 555 show that they wanted to address personal privacy. Given that personal privacy is violated mostly by crime agencies associated with the Fourth Amendment and government overreach, lawmakers drafting a statute covering all agencies would understandably err on the side of constraints.

Despite being drafted with a goal of constraining crime agencies’ information collection, the APA is rarely applied to crime agencies. Thus, through the APA lawmakers imposed an additional hurdle for regulatory monitoring that did not exist for crime agencies. Although in court the APA has not posed a significant obstacle to the FTC and other regulators’ exercise of monitoring, agencies decide on courses of action to minimize the chance of being judicially overturned. By
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387. See supra Section IV.A (reviewing judicial authorization of FTC monitoring).

388. Although agency avoidance of potential review is difficult to document, it often inferred in the literature. See, e.g., Mendelson & Wiener, supra note 322, at 472 (discussing common assumptions that agencies avoid OIRA review and describing the difficulty in knowing diverse agency responses); Jennifer Nou, Agency Self-Insulation Under Presidential Review, 126 Harv. L. Rev. 1755, 1756–57 (2013) (describing agencies’ reluctance to have their decisions overturned by courts).
failing to differentiate the information collection nuances of the administrative state, lawmakers may have, through the APA, inadvertently had a chilling effect on business regulators regarding information collection.

The information default in administrative statutes such as the APA would ideally reflect the different privacy implications and historical tendencies of the specific type of agency. The APA might, for instance, be amended to change its default rule to allow a regulator to collect information from businesses necessary to carry out its mission. Congress could then limit that default for any given agency or in particular contexts, such as through the Paperwork Reduction Act. Indeed, the APA may be best interpreted as allowing broad regulatory monitoring as long as an agency’s organic statute mentions basic information collection authority—since that is how crime agencies’ authority has been interpreted.

In designing monitoring statutes, there would be further value in adjusting for the type of information collected. Lawmakers and judges might, for instance, give less weight to the business owners’ interests in withholding anonymized personal data from regulators if that business is already routinely sharing similar nonanonymized data with crime agencies. Crime agencies would, in a sense, provide a floor for what business regulators could collect. More important than any particular reform, a reoriented normative framework for monitoring should more explicitly fit each type of information collection, rather than subsuming regulatory monitoring into the constraint-oriented crime surveillance framework.

None of this speaks to valid concerns about business regulators taking adequate precautions with any data collected, including passing information on to crime agencies. Information-sharing concerns are relevant to the question of deciding whether to support a monitoring proposal because policymakers, scholars, and the public must have confidence in advance that appropriate safeguards are possible. In addition to the existing constraints discussed above, one layer of additional protection would be statutorily prohibiting the regulator from collecting personal data, such as accessing the contents of Gmail.

389. See supra note 320 and accompanying text (discussing the Paperwork Reduction Act).
390. See supra notes 325–327 and accompanying text.
391. A tradeoff exists between performance and engineering standards. Performance standards are broader guidelines and best practices that are harder to monitor but provide more flexibility in identifying wrongdoing. Engineering standards are more precise, facilitating both compliance by the business and monitoring by the regulator, but allow less flexibility to police new harms. See, e.g., Cary Coglianese & Jennifer Nash, The Law of the Test: Performance-Based Regulation and Diesel Emissions Control, 34 YALE J. ON REG. 33, 39 (2017).
messages, except where necessary for the nature of the law.\textsuperscript{392} Instead, the regulator may be allowed to collect information about Google’s policies, such as how its algorithms analyze, store, and share those emails, and perhaps the anonymized consumer complaints that Google has received.\textsuperscript{393}

Another layer of protection for individuals’ privacy would come from mandating firewalls for sharing information both within the agency and externally. Banking regulators provide one such model, in which examiners closely safeguard the raw data they collect.\textsuperscript{394} The Office of the Inspector General could then ensure that regulators are following mandated data security precautions, as it did with the CFPB.\textsuperscript{395} Although business regulators are already hesitant to collect sensitive information and reluctant to share it, these limits built into legislation would limit risks further.\textsuperscript{396}

Once it is recognized that regulators can collect valuable information from businesses without undermining privacy, the issue of monitoring platforms can be analyzed more rigorously. Empirical work on the cost-benefit analysis of monitoring, including a comparison to ex post fines, would advance that project considerably. A crucial initial step is to weigh the tradeoffs on their merits, rather than dismiss monitoring out of a fear that collecting data from Amazon, Google, Facebook, or other businesses is a step on the path to totalitarianism.

CONCLUSION

Although the linkage between regulatory monitoring and personal surveillance is inevitable, these two administrative mechanisms need greater distinction and coherence. If information is the lifeblood of good governance, an increasingly muddled monitoring

\textsuperscript{392} See supra Section II.C.2 (discussing monitoring design and effectiveness). Some privacy statutes already make this distinction, albeit imperfectly. See, e.g., 18 U.S.C. § 2702(a) (2012) (restricting access to the contents of personal emails). Some protections, such as for discrimination based on names identified with race, may require personally identifiable information to be collected. In those cases, the purpose and nature of the information would be spelled out by statute, and the need to protect the victims should be balanced against those victims’ privacy interests.

\textsuperscript{393} All that data either implicates no individual user or could be anonymized before being handed over to the government.

\textsuperscript{394} See Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act, 15 U.S.C. § 6801(a) (2012) (“It is the policy of the Congress that each financial institution has an affirmative and continuing obligation to respect the privacy of its customers and to protect the security and confidentiality of those customers’ nonpublic personal information.”); Drake Mann, Christopher L. Travis & Don Lloyd Cook, Data Security and Privacy: More Than I.T., 50 ARK. LAW. 14, 15 (2015) (“[T]he banking sector may have the most mature regulation of all information security regulatory regimes.”).

\textsuperscript{395} OFFICE OF INSPECTOR GEN., supra note 372, at 1 (2018).

\textsuperscript{396} See supra notes 283 to 285 and accompanying text.
framework constricts a key artery of the administrative state. Privacy, as it is currently understood and advocated, offers a pretext for deregulation.

Nowhere is state information incoherence starker than in the nonmonitoring of the platform economy. The very firms that have enabled the state to circumvent restrictive surveillance laws are themselves unusually shielded from observation, even as many other industries are required to provide troves of data for regulatory examination. As a result, key regulators, most notably the FTC, do not have the information needed to analyze arguably the most important firms in the modern economy—the gatekeepers of information in the information age. Paradoxically, more ongoing private information collection by the government—in other words, activity that could easily be confused with surveillance and often is—might in fact be necessary to contain harmful surveillance of individuals.

Faced with an increasingly opaque and continually changing business landscape, some of the most important administrative agencies in the information age are sitting on dormant “power to get information from those who best can give it and who are most interested in not doing so.” Regulators would be better situated to exercise that authority with monitoring moved out of the shadow of surveillance.